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1

Introduction to KoruMail Secure Email
Gateway

With unsolicited emails increasing with each passing day, employee mail boxes are flooded with spam messages that
contain viruses, phishing links and more. Productivity can decline as individuals waste valuable time sorting genuine
mails from junk. If a user opens a malicious attachment or visits a fraudulent website then organizations may find their
network compromised or infected.
Comodo's KoruMail Secure Email Gateway is an antispam and threat prevention system that uses advanced filtering
technologies, antivirus scanners and content analysis engines to quietly and effectively prevent unsolicited mail from
entering your network.

Key Features
•

LDAP control

•

Realtime blocking lists

•

Fast integration of MX records

•

Reverse DNS

•

White / grey / black list configuration

•

IP scoring via Korumail reputation network

•

Office 365 integration

•

Active Directory Integration

•

Extensive reports

•

Webmail for end-users

•

Containerization of untrusted attachments

Guide Structure
This guide is intended to take the user through the installation, configuration and use of Comodo KoruMail.
•

Introduction to KoruMail Secure Email Gateway

•

Install the System

•

Access the System
Access via CLI Console
•
Access via Web Console
•
The Main Interface
The Dashboard
•

•

System Usage Graphics
•
About Software
•
Change your Password
User Management
•

•

Manage Admins and End Users
•
Manage Groups
System Configurations
•

•

•
•
•
•

Network Configuration
Services
License
Configure System Settings
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Logs
•
Tools
•
Session Reports
•
System Usage Statistics
SMTP Configuration
•

•

SMTP (Send E-Mail Protocol) Settings
•
Manage Domains
•
Korumail SMTP AUTH Connector
•
LDAP/Local DB/My SQL User Database
•
Greylist
•
Managing RBL Servers
•
Disclaimer
•
SMPT Relay
•
DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM)
•
Outgoing SMTP Limits
•
Incoming SMTP Limits
Modules
•

•

Anti-spam
•
Anti-Virus
•
KoruMail Reputation Network (KRN)
•
Anti-Spoofing
•
SMTP IPS/FW
•
Auto Whitelist
•
Data Leak Prevention (DLP)
•
Anti-Phishing
•
Promotional
Profile Management
•

•

Add and Configure a New Profile
•
Edit a Profile
•
Delete a Profile
Reports
•

•

Mail Logs Report
•
SMTP Queue Report
•
Delivery Logs Report
•
SMTP-AUTH Logs Report
•
Summary Reports
•
Domain Reports
•
Attachment Verdict Reports
•
Original Mail Requests
Quarantine & Archive
•

•

Quarantine & Archive Settings
•
Quarantine Logs
•
Archived Mails
Appendix - KoruMail Versions
•

•
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2

Korumail Deployment Process

Korumail is deployed as a VMware image. Please follow the steps below to install the product.
1. Download the virtual machine image from:
https://cdn.download.comodo.com/korumail/KoruMAIL_V6_esx.rar
2. Extract the contents of the .rar file using Winrar or 7zip.
3. Open the VMware Vsphere client and login to the ESXi server.
4. Follow the steps below to deploy Korumail to our ESX server:
•

Click 'File' > 'Deploy OVF Template'

•

Enter the URL of the OVF template file, or browse for the file's location on your computer:
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•

Review the information in the details screen, especially the default username/password, then click 'Next':
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•

Specify a name for the server, or leave it at the default:
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•

Click 'Next.'

•

Select a server on the ESX server with sufficient resources and click 'Next':
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•

Choose which storage area your virtual machine image should be copied to. Korumail requires 160 Gb of disk
space. Click 'Next' when done.
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•

Select 'Thick Provision' as 'Disk Format' and click 'Next':
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•

Select a network with an active internet connection:
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•

Review the setup details then click 'Finish' to begin installation:

•

The deployment process takes a few minutes to complete.

•

Select the Korumail server, right-click then select 'Power On':
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•

Wait for the server to boot-up.

We next need to enter a new hostname, ip, netmask, gateway and DNS information. The following steps explain this
process:
1. Login with the default username and password (admin/admin).
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2. Enter the command 'change network all' and press 'Enter'.
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3. After entering the command, the system will ask for a new hostname, ip, netmask, gateway and DNS.
korumail> :~$ change network all
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!! Making changes here will restart system immediately!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
This option will change network settings
Do you want to proceed [y|n] (Default is NO) ? > Y
Enter the hostname of the machine: korumail.your-domain.com
•
Enter the IP address: 192.168.1.10
•
Enter the netmask: 255.255.255.0
•
Enter the default gateway: 192.168.1.1
•
Enter the first nameserver: 8.8.8.8
•
Enter the second nameserver: 8.8.4.4
The following changes will be made to network configuration.
•

•
•
•
•
•

IP Address: 19.168.1.10
Netmask : 255.255.255.0
Hostname : korumail.yourdomain.com
Gateway : 192.168.1.1
Nameserver: 8.8.8.8 , 8.8.4.4

4. After confirming the above, type 'y' then press enter. Wait for the device to restart.
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5. The device will restart. You can then configure the device with the help of the setup wizard. Login at the IP
address via a web-browser https: // ip-address: 8443 (user: admin pass: admin).

3

Access the System

KoruMail’s default IP address is 10.0.0.123 and you can use this to access the system for initial configuration. Default
username is ‘admin’. For password please contact Comodo sales representative.
There are two ways to access the system:
1. Text menu-based CLI (Command Line Interface) console
2. Graphic-based web management console

3.1

Access via CLI Console

If it is not accessible from your network, then the easiest way to access the console is by using the command line
interface. You can perform basic operations from this interface. The remaining network settings on the system can be
done remotely via a web browser.
The CLI username is 'shell' and the password is 'surgateshell'. You will be asked to change the password after first
login.

After logging-in in with your new password, the following menu will be displayed.

All the functions of the system cannot be configured via the CLI and only limited important tasks can be performed in
the following order:
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1. Network configuration
2. Reboot
3. Halt
4. Pinging a host to check whether the network access is exist
5. Restarting the web management console
6. Changing CLI password
7. Changing the password for web management console
8. Displaying the network configuration
9. Displaying the network interface
As an example, the following screenshot shows how to make network configuration

.

3.2

Access via Web Console

1. Enter KoruMail Gateway’s IP or hostname + port 8080 into your browser. For example:
https://korumail.comodo.net:8080
2. Enter your username and password. The default user name is ‘admin’. Please contact your Comodo
representative if you have not received your password.
3. Choose a language option
4. Click 'login':
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•

Click the 'Forgot Password' link if you can't remember your password. Enter your email address and click the
'Send' button to receive a new password.

•

The 'Quarantine Webmail' lets end-users via mails of theirs which have been quarantined. See 'Managing
End Users' for more details.

Notes:
•

3.2.1

Username and passwords are case-sensitive.

The Main Interface

The admin console provides easy access to all modules, statistics and configuration screens in KoruMail Secure Email
Gateway.

Configuration Tabs
The tabs on the left pane allows administrators to add new users, groups, configure various settings such as domains,
SMTP, view and generate reports and more.
•

User Management: Allows to add/edit groups and admin users with different privileges. See 'User
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Management' for more details.
•

System: Allows administrators to configure network settings, add NTP servers, enable or disable services
such as anti-spam engine, Snmpd, KoruMail delivery agent, view and update license and more. See 'System
Configuration' for more details.

•

SMTP: Allows administrators to configure SMTP settings, add domains, add new LDAP profile, create greylist
of domians, IP or network address, set outgoing limits and more. See 'SMTP Configuration' for more details.

•

Modules: Enable or disable anti-spam, anti-virus, anti-spoofing, anti-phishing and configure settings for antispam training and content filter. See Modules for more details.

•

Profile Management: Configure various settings such as anti-virus, anti-spam, blacklist and more for default
incoming and outgoing profile. See 'Profile Management' for more details.

•

Reports: View and generate log reports for incoming and outgoing mails and a summary of mails categorized
as spam, RBL, phishing and more. See 'Reports' for more details.

•

Quarantine & Archive: Configure quarantine and mail storage settings. View quarantine logs and archived
mails. See 'Quarantine & Archive' for more details.

Dashboard
After logging-in to the console, the first screen displayed is the 'Dashboard'. It provides an at-a-glance view of system
usage such as SMTP, Queue mails, network utilization rate, CPU and memory utilization.
•

System Messages: Displays error messages or important notifications that might affect the performance of
the secure email gateway.

•

System Usage Graphics: Charts showing resources used by Korumail. For example, SMTP connection
rates, and utilization of CPU, disk and memory. See 'System Usage Graphics' for more details.

•

About: Change the current password, view filter engine and software details, and manage your license. See
'About Software' and 'Changing your Password' for more details.

•

Run the Setup Wizard: Enables administrators to quickly configure the Korumail appliance.

You can change the theme from the settings interface. Click here to know how.
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4

The Dashboard

The dashboard is an at-a-glance summary of your Korumail environment and provides access to all major functional
areas of the application.
The dashboard is shown by default whenever you login to the admin interface. You can return to the dashboard at any
time by clicking the 'KoruMail Secure Email Gateway' logo at the top left.

The 'System Messages' displays error messages or important notifications that might affect the performance of the
secure email gateway.
You can change the theme from the settings interface. Click here to know how.
Click the following links for more details about other areas in the dashboard:
•

System Usage Graphics

•

About Software

•

Change your Password

4.1

System Usage Graphics

The 'System Usage Graphics' area shows SMTP connections, the number of queued mails, and the network/CPU/disk/
memory utilization rate.
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•

SMTP: The maximum, average and current SMTP connections to KoruMail for the selected period.

•

Queue: The maximum, average and current emails in queue for the selected period.

•

Network: The network utilization rate of the system for the selected period.

•

CPU: The maximum, average and current CPU utilization rate for the selected period.

•

Disk: The system's disk usage ratio for the selected period.

•

Memory: The system's memory utilization rate for thes selected period.

See System Usage Statistics for more details about each item.
You can choose your choice of language to view the 'Korumail' interface:
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4.2

About Software

The 'About' area lists general details about hardware, software and virus update status. It also allows you to change the
web console access password and run the setup wizard.

•

Click 'Change Password' in the 'Username' row to update the password

•

Click the 'Details' link at the bottom-right to open the advanced 'About' screen
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•

Click the 'System Admin' tab to view or update administrator details:

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

Note. When the SMTP IPS module blocks IP addresses, the details of the blocked IPs are sent to the e-mail address
shown in this interface.
If 'System Admin E-mail' is left blank then an error message is shown in 'System Messages' in the 'Dashboard'.

Run the Setup Wizard
Allows you to quickly configure protection on a mail server.
•

Click the 'Run the setup wizard' link at bottom-right of the 'About' screen

•

Admins can configure 'Certificate Entrance', 'System Admin' details, 'Network Settings', 'Timezone', 'LDAP'
profiles, 'Managed Domains', 'Routes' and 'Relay' details.

An SSL certificate is required to provide secure, HTTPS access to your Korumail admin console. The 'Certificate
Entrance' screen lets you choose which type of SSL certificate you wish to use. You have two options:
•

•

Upload a certificate you have on file. Ideally, this will be a certificate which you have obtained from a
trusted certificate authority. Using such a certificate means you will not see browser error messages when
you access the admin console.
Use the default, self-signed certificate. Korumail will automatically install a self-signed certificate on your
console. Your connection to the console will be just as secure as above, but your browser will show error
messages as the certificate is not signed by a trusted certificate authority. You can bypass these errors
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and create an exception in your browser to avoid these messages in future.
See 'System General Settings' for more details on user preferences.
•

Click 'Next' to complete 'System Admin Name', 'System Admin Surname', 'System Admin Tel. No' and 'System
Admin E-mail'.

•

Click 'Next', to enter network details.

See 'Network Settings' for more details on this section.
•

Click 'Next', to enter details of 'Timezone'.
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See 'Timezone' for more details.
•

Click 'Next', to enter 'LDAP' information:

See 'LDAP' for more details.
•

Click 'Next', to enter details of 'Managed Domains'.
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See 'Manage Domains' for more details.
•

Click 'Next', to enter details of 'Routes'.
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See 'Routes' for more details.
•

Click 'Next', to enter details of 'Relay'.

See 'Relay' for more details.

4.3

Change your Password

You can change your current password at anytime in the 'About' area.
•

Open the Korumail dashboard

•

Go to the 'About' section > 'Username' row

•

Click the 'Change Password' link
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Enter your current password then the new one. Confirm your new password in the last field.

•

Click 'Save'

You can now use your new password to access KoruMail.

5

User Management

The 'User Management' area allows you to create new admins and configure their privileges.
The 'Quarantine Webmail User' tab lets you add end-users so they can login and view their quarantined mails. The
interface also allows the creation of user 'Groups' with different access levels.
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Click the following links for more details:
•

Manage Admins and End Users

•

Manage Groups

5.1

Manage Admins and End Users

•

The KoruMail web console can be accessed by admins according to their designated privileges.

•

The 'User Management' area lets you add end users so that they can access the console and view their
quarantined emails.

•

A new administrator must have a group assigned to them, so make sure an appropriate group already exists.
See 'Manage Groups' for more details.

To open the 'Users' screen,
•

Click the 'User Management' tab on the left menu and click 'Users'.

Click the following links for more details:
•

Manage Admin Users

•

Manage End Users
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5.1.1

Manage Admins

To open this area:
•

Click 'User Management' > 'Users' on the left-menu

•

Click the 'Administrative Users' tab:

Administrative Users - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Username

The admin name.

Group

The name of the group to which the administrator belongs. See 'Manage Groups' for more
details.

Action

Delete the admin. Administrators with appropriate privileges can delete other
admins by clicking this icon. Please note, admins that are currently logged in cannot
delete themselves.
Administrators with appropriate privileges can edit other admins' details. See 'Edit
an Administrator' for more details.

Status

Indicates whether the admin is in enabled or disabled status. Disabled admins cannot log
into the web console. See 'Enable/Disable Administrators' for more details.

From the this interface an appropriately privileged administrator can:
•

Add an administrative user

•

Delete an administrative user

•

Edit an administrative user

•

Enable/Disable an administrative user
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To add an administrative user
•

Click the 'Add User' link

The 'Add New User' screen will be displayed.

•

Username: Enter the username to access the console

•

Authentication Type: Two options are available - Local DB and LDAP AD

•

Local DB - Authentication of the user will be done using the local database
•
LDAP AD - Authentication of the user will be done using LDAP
Password: Enter the password to access the console and confirm it in the next field.

•

Name: The first name of the administrative user

•

Surname: The surname of the user

•

E-mail: Enter the email address of the administrative user

•

Group: Select the group to which the admin user should be added. See 'Manage Groups' for more details.

•

Click 'Save' to add the new admin user.

•

To delete an administrative user
•

Click the

icon beside the user that you want to delete
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•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion.

To edit an administrative user
•

Click the

icon beside the user that you want to edit

The 'Edit User' screen will be displayed:

•

Edit the details as required. The screen is similar to the 'Add New User' section. See 'Add an administrative
user' for more details.

•

Click 'Save'.

The changes will be saved and a confirmation note will be displayed.

To enable/disable an administrative user
The icon under the 'Status' column indicates whether the 'Administrator User' is enabled or disabled.
Indicates the user is disabled and cannot login to
the web console
Indicates the user is enabled and can access the
web console

•

Click the icon to toggle between enabled and disabled statuses.

•

Click 'OK' in the confirmation dialog.
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5.1.2

Manage End Users

•

'Users' are email recipients protected by Korumail who are allowed login to the console to view their
quarantined messages.

•

The 'Quarantine Webmail Users' tab allows admins to manage these end users.

•

To open this screen:
•
•

Click 'User Management' > 'Users' on the left-menu
Click the 'Quarantine Webmail Users' tab:

Quarantine Webmail Users - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Username

Description
The name provided for the user when they were given webmail access.
Delete the end-user

Action

Edit end-user details. See 'Editing an End User' for more details.

Status

Whether or not the user is allowed to login and view quarantined mail. See
'Enabling/Disabling End Users' for more details.

Admins can use this interface to:
•

Add an end user

•

Delete an end user

•

Edit an end user

•

Enable/Disable an end user

To add an end user
•

Click the 'Add User' link
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The 'Add New User' screen will be displayed.

E - mail: The email address of the end user
•
Name: The first name of the end user
•
Surname: The surname of the end user
•
Password: Enter the password to access the web console and confirm it in the next field.
Click 'Save' to add the new end user.
•

•

To delete an end user
•

Click the

icon beside the user that you want to delete

•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion.

To edit an end user
•

Click the

icon beside the user that you want to edit
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The 'Edit User' screen will be displayed:

•

Edit the details as required. The screen is similar to the 'Add New User' section. See 'Add an end user' for
more details.

•

Click 'Save'.

The changes will be saved and a confirmation note will be displayed.

To enable/disable an end user
The icon under the 'Status' column indicates whether the 'Administrator User' is enabled or disabled.
Indicates that the user is
disabled and cannot access the
web console
Indicates that the user is
enabled and can access the
web console
•

Click the icon to toggle between enabled and disabled statuses.

•

Click 'OK' in the confirmation dialog.

5.2

Manage Groups

•

User groups simplify the process of configuring permission levels for admins and users. New (or existing)
users added to a group will inherit the policy assigned to the group.

•

Each group can be configured with different permission levels.

•

The admin interface will vary according to a user's permission level. See 'Managing Admin Users' for more
details.

To open the 'Groups' screen
•

Click the 'User Management' tab in the left menu and click 'Groups'
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Groups - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Group Name

The name of the group

Group Description

Enter an appropriate description for the group
Administrators with appropriate privileges can delete the group by clicking this icon.

Action
Administrators with appropriate privileges can edit group details and its privileges.
See 'Edit a Group' for more details.
From the this interface an appropriately privileged administrator can:
•

Add a new group

•

Delete a group

•

Edit a group

To add a new group
•

Click the 'Add group' link

The 'Add New Group' screen will be displayed.
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•

Group Name: Enter the name of the group

•

Group Description: Enter an appropriate description for the group

•

Group Privileges: Select the privileges that should be assigned to the group from the 'Privilege Name' dropdown.

•

After the selecting the privilege for the group, click the 'Add' button
will be displayed.
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By default, the added privileges will have 'Read' rights only, meaning the features can be viewed and cannot be
configured by the admin user.
•
•

Select the 'Write' option to make the privileges configurable for the admin user.
To select the 'Write' or 'Read' option for all the privileges, click the 'All' link below it.

To delete a privilege, click the delete icon
Click 'Save' to add the new group.
•

•

beside it.

Now this new group can be assigned to admin users. See 'Manage Admin Users' for more details on how to assign a
group to admin users.

To delete a group
•

Click the

icon beside the group that you want to delete

•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion.

To edit a group
•

Click the

icon beside the group that you want to edit

The 'Edit group' screen will be displayed.
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•

Edit the details as required. The screen is similar to the 'Add New Group' section. See 'Add a new group' for
more details.

•

Click 'Save'.

The changes will be saved.
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6

System Configurations

•

The 'System' menu allows admins to configure important parameters after initial configuration.

•

Click 'System' on the left to open the menu:

•

Network: Configure various network settings of KoruMail such as default gateways, DNS servers, NTP
servers and more. See 'Network Configuration' for more details.

•

Services: Allows admins to start or stop various services such as Delivery Agent, SMTP, Snmpd, Scheduler
and more. See 'Services' for more details.

•

License: View and update KoruMail licenses from this interface. See 'License' for more details.

•

Settings: Configure various system settings such as Cache, Session, Backup and more. See 'Configure
System Settings' for more details.

•

Logs: View and download mail log files and configure how long the system should retain mail log records,
archived mails and quarantined mails. See 'Logs' for more details.

•

Tools: Allows admin users to check connectivity such as SMTP, Ping, Nslookup, Telnet as well as clear SMTP
queue. See 'Tools' for more details.

•

Session Reports: Enables you to view the details of last login and last activity performed on the user
interface. See 'Session Reports' for more details

•

Statistics: View the graphical summary of system usage. See 'System Usage Statistics' for more details.

6.1

Network Configuration

The 'Network' tab allows you to configure settings such as network card IP address, hostnames, default gateway
addresses, DNS server details, time-zones, static routes and SNMP servers.
•

To open the interface, click the 'System' tab then the 'Network' sub-tab.
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Click the following links for more details of each of the settings:
•

Interfaces

•

Network Settings

•

Network Time Protocol (NTP)

•

Timezone

•

Static Routes

•

System Usage Statistics

6.1.1

Interfaces

•

KoruMail is initially configured at installation using the command line interface. It can also be edited and
updated using the web console. See 'Install the System' for more details.

•

The details of the network card can be edited/updated from the 'Interfaces' screen.

•

To open the 'Interfaces' screen:
•
•

Click the 'System' > 'Network' on the left
Click the 'Interfaces' tab
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Interfaces - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Interface Name

•

The name of the network interface card (NIC) with physical ethernet ports.

•

The number of ports available depends on the system model.

•

If two ports are available, then the system can be configured to route inbound and
outbound emails on separate ports.
This configuration is preferable because it provides the best network bandwidth.
If a single ethernet port is available then both incoming and outgoing emails are
routed via the same port.
•

•

•

This may result in network bottlenecks, but can be used for organizations with
relatively low mail traffic.

IPv4

The IPv4 address assigned to the port.

IPv4 Netmask

The IPv4 netmask address assigned to the port.

IPv6

The IPv6 address assigned to the port.

IPv6 Prefixlen

The prefix of the IPv6 address.

Status

Indicates whether the interface is enable or disabled. The link toggles between 'Active' and
'Inactive' statuses. Click on the link to make the interface 'Active' or 'Inactive'.

SMTP Outgoing IP

Sets the corresponding interface IP address as SMTP outgoing IP address. Clicking 'Select'
applies the setting after a confirmation dialogue.
Allows to edit the settings of the NIC. See 'To edit the interface' for more details.

Edit

From this screen, administrators can edit the interface settings.

To edit the interface
•

Click the

icon beside the interface that you want to edit

The 'Edit interface' screen will be displayed.
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•

Interface Name: The name of the network interface card. This name is not editable.

•

IPv4: The IPv4 address of the port. Edit as required.

•

IPv4 Netmask: The IPv4 netmask address of the port. Edit as required.

•

IPv6: The IPv6 address of the port. To disable the IPv6 settings, select the 'Remove IPv6 settings' check box.

•

IPv6 Prefixlen: Enter the prefix length for the IPv6 address

•

Hostname: The hostname of the system. The changes will be reflected in the 'Network Settings' interface
also.

•

IPv4 Default Gateway: The IPv4 default gateway that KoruMail will be using to connect to other networks or
the Internet. Edit as required. The changes will be reflected in the 'Network Settings' interface also.

•

IPv6 Default Gateway: The IPv6 default gateway that KoruMail will be using to connect to other networks or
the Internet. Edit as required. The changes will be reflected in the 'Network Settings' interface also.

•

Primary DNS Server: The IP of the primary DNS server that KoruMail is configured. Edit as required. The
changes will be reflected in the 'Network Settings' interface also.

•

Secondary DNS Server: The IP of the secondary DNS server that the system is configured. Edit as required.
The changes will be reflected in the 'Network Settings' interface also.

•

Continent: The name of the continent where the system is located.

•

City: The name of the city where the system is located.

•

Current timezone: The timezone of the city.

•

Click 'Save'.

A reboot confirmation screen will be displayed. Reboot will not be required for DNS setting changes.
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•

6.1.2

Click 'Yes' to confirm the changes and reboot the system.

Network Settings

The 'Network Settings' interface allow administrators to change the hostname of KoruMail, IPv4 and IPv6 default
gateways, primary and secondary DNS server settings. The changes done here will also be reflected in the 'Edit
Interface' of the NIC as explained in the previous section 'Interfaces'.
To open the 'Network Settings' screen,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu, then 'Network' > 'Network Settings'

•

Hostname: The hostname of KoruMail. The changes will be reflected in the 'Edit interface' of the NIC also.

•

IPv4 Default Gateway: The IPv4 default gateway that KoruMail will be using to connect to other networks or
the Internet. Edit as required. The changes will be reflected in the 'Edit interface' of the NIC also.

•

IPv6 Default Gateway: The IPv6 default gateway that KoruMail will be using to connect to other networks or
the Internet. Edit as required. The changes will be reflected in the 'Edit interface' of the NIC also. To disable
the IPv6 settings, select the 'Remove IPv6 settings' check box.

•

Primary DNS Server: The IP of the primary DNS server that the system is configured. Edit as required. The
changes will be reflected in the 'Edit interface' of the NIC also.

•

Secondary DNS Server: The IP of the secondary DNS server that the system is configured. Edit as required.
The changes will be reflected in the 'Edit interface' of the NIC also.

•

Click 'Save'.

A reboot confirmation screen will be displayed. Reboot will not be required for DNS setting changes.
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•

6.1.3

Click 'Yes' to confirm the changes and reboot the system.

Network Time Protocol (NTP)

Network Time Protocol (NTP) is an Internet protocol that is used to synchronize computer clocks over a network. The
'NTP Servers' screen allow administrators to add time synch servers for KoruMail.
To open the 'NTP Servers' screen,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu,then 'Network' > 'NTP'

To add a new NTP server
•

Enter the name or IP address of the server in the 'Server name' field and click the 'Add' button

.

The message 'Settings saved successfully' will be displayed.

To remove a NTP server
•

Click the 'Delete' button

beside the server name in the list.

In the confirmation dialog, click 'OK' to remove the NTP server from the list.
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6.1.4

Timezone

The 'Timezone' tab in the web console allow administrators to configure the time zone of the system to which you want
to synchronize the time.
•

To open the 'Timezone' screen, click the 'System' tab on the left menu, then 'Network' and 'Timezone' from the
'Network' screen.

•

Date Format: Select the format to display date from drop down

•

Continent: Select the continent from the drop-down

•

City: Select the city from the drop-down

Click the 'Save' button. A reboot confirmation screen will be displayed.

Click 'Yes' to confirm the changes and reboot the system. The changes done here will also be reflected in the 'Edit
Interface' of the NIC as explained in the previous section 'Interfaces'.

6.1.5

Static Routes

KoruMail can be configured to redirect traffic to different email servers using the static route in addition to the default
gateway configured in 'Network Settings' section.
To open the 'Static Routers' screen,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu, then 'Network' > 'Static Routes' from the 'Network' screen.
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From this screen an administrator can:
•

Add host names or IP address

•

Delete host names or IP address

•

View the network route

To add host names or IP address
•

Enter the host name or IP address of the machine that you want to specify a static route in the 'Host Name or
IP Address' field.

•

Enter the IP address of the gateway that the machine should connect to.

•

Click the

button under the 'Action' column.

The system will be added and displayed below the field.

•

Repeat the process to add more machines.

Alternatively, you can also import the machines from a file.
•

To import the machines, click the 'Import' link
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The 'Import' dialog will be displayed.

•

Click the 'Upload' button, navigate to the the location where the file is saved, select it and click 'Open'.

The file will be added.

•

Repeat the process to add more files.

•

To remove a file, click the 'Clear' link beside it.

•

To remove all the added files, click the 'Clear All' button at the top right.

•

To import the machines from the files, click the 'Save' button.
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•

To save the details of machines and gateway, click the 'Export' link and save it to your system.

To delete host names or IP address
•

Click the

beside a system to remove it from the static route and click 'OK' in the confirmation dialog.

•

To remove all the machines from the list, click the 'Delete all' link at the bottom and click 'OK' in the
confirmation dialog.

To view the network route
•

Click the 'Show Route' to view the 'Routing tables' for the machines.
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6.1.6

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) allows administrators to monitor network devices such as KoruMail.
Before configuring the SNMP settings, download the SNMP agent and Management Information Base (MIB).
To configure SNMP settings,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu, then 'Network' and 'SNMP' from the 'Network' screen.

•

System Location: Name of the location where the KoruMail device is located.

•

System Contact: The name, telephone number and/or email address of the system administrator to contact.

Click the 'Save' button.
•

IP: Enter the IP address of the SNMP Manager system

•

Community: The community string that is defined between SNMP manger and the SNMP agent in KoruMail.
It acts like a password to provide access to the agent in KoruMail.

Click the

link to add the SNMP manager. You can add multiple SNMP managers. You can delete any currently

SNMP access enabled hosts by clicking the

6.2

link click 'OK' in the confirmation dialog.

Services

The 'Services' screen shows the current status of various KoruMail services. You can stop or restart a service, and also
shutdown or reboot KoruMail.
•

Click 'System' > 'Services' to view and configure KoruMail services:
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The icons in the 'Legend' screen provides the status details of the services.
Description of the Services
Column Header
Delivery Agent
SMTP Service

SMTP Submission Service

Main Filtering Engine

Anti-spam Engines

Syslogd

Description
The service forwards emails processed by KoruMail to the target email server.
•

The service that filters emails on hosted domain names on KoruMail.

•

This service accepts incoming e-mail connections listening to port 25 of
SMTP.

•

The SMTP service filters emails per the settings configured by the
administrator (Reverse DNS, RBL, SRN, MX control the White List, Black
List, Grey List, etc.) in SMTP level first and then the filtered emails are
passed to the next stage - KoruMail Main Engine for spam and virus
analysis.

•

Ports 25 and 587 are mail delivery ports

•

You must have an account on the server to send mail through it.

•

Emails that are filtered by the SMTP service are forwarded to the Korumail
engine for spam and virus checks.

•

This module performs actions specified by the admin. These include
quarantining the mail, blocking the mail, allowing the mail, or saving the mail
to another area or address.

•

Mails which pass the Korumail filters are forwarded by the KoruMail delivery
agent.

•

The antispam engines scan your mail and assign spam scores based on
Bayesian filters and thousands of spam signatures.

•

These scores are used to define a mail as spam.

The daemon service that stores system logs in rsyslog format.
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Snmpd Service

It is an Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) agent which binds to port and
acts on SNMP management application’s requests and sends the requested
information to the requester.

Scheduler Service

This service organizes the programs that runs periodically. This feature in KoruMail
Secure Email Gateway creates periodic reports and graphics about system usage.

•

To start or stop a service, click on the buttons beside it.
Indicates the service
is running. Click on
the
button under
the 'Start / Stop'
column to stop the
service.
Indicates the service
has stopped. Click
on the
button
under the 'Start /
Stop' column to start
the service.

•

To restart a service, click on the
button under the 'Restart' column. If the service is running, it will stop and
restart again. If the service is stopped, then it will restart.

•

To shutdown the KoruMail system, click the

•

To reboot the KoruMail system, click the

6.3

button.
button.

License

•

Click 'System'> 'License' in the left-hand menu

•

The 'License' screen lets you view current license details, create a license request and install a new license.

•

KoruMail licenses can be purchased by logging into your Comodo account at https://accounts.comodo.com/
account/login

•

Licenses are priced according to the number of users and license period.
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From this screen you can:
•

View details of your current license

•

Purchase a license

•

Activate your license

•

Read the End User License Agreement (EULA)

To view the details of current license
•

Click the 'Licenses' tab

License - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Automatic Renewal

If enabled, Comodo will automatically renew your license for the same term/user count
when it expires. Your payment card will be charged appropriately.

Users

Max. number of users that can be enrolled on the license.

Current User Count

Number of users currently using the product license
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Activation Date

Start date of the license.

License Expiration Date

Date when the license expires.

Remaining Days

Number of days left until license expiry

Current CAM Activation
Key

Key to activate your license.

Status

Can be 'Valid' (active) or 'Expired' (not active).

Purchase a license
•

Click the 'Click here to get CAM license key' in the 'Licenses' tab...

...or in the 'License Activation' tab.

You will be taken to Comodo Accounts Manager (CAM) login page at https://accounts.comodo.com/account/login
•

Login to your CAM account or create a new one and complete the KoruMail license purchase procedure.

A license key will be sent to your email address that was provided at the time of CAM sign-up.

Activate your license
•

Click the 'License Activation' tab.

•

Copy and paste the license key that was sent to your email address from Comodo in the 'CAM Activation Key'
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field.
•

Click the 'Save' button.

The license key will be checked and if validated, the 'Licenses' interface will be updated accordingly.

End User License Agreement (EULA)
•

Click the 'End User License Agreement' tab.

•

Read the EULA fully.

You can also download the EULA from the screen by clicking the 'Download As PDF' link at the bottom.
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6.4

Configure System Settings

The 'Settings' interface allows you to configure all aspects of Korumail.
•

Click 'System' > 'Settings' on the left menu:

Click the following links for more details:
•

General

•

Cache

•

Session Settings

•

GUI Customization

•

System Backup

•

System Restore

•

Log Upload Settings
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•

Postmaster Settings

•

Web UI SSL Certificate

•

SMTP TLS Settings

•

Update Database

•

Syslog Server

6.4.1

System General Settings

The 'General' settings tab allows administrators to enable/disable the option to upload spam messages detected by
KoruMail to Comodo labs for analytical purposes.
To open the 'General' settings interface,
•

Click the 'System' tab from the left menu, then 'Settings' > 'General' tab.

•

Permit Processing User Data:
Permit - If enabled, spam messages detected by KoruMail will be uploaded to Comodo labs for analysis.
Anonymous - If enabled, spam messages detected by Korumail will be uploaded anonymously to
Comodo labs for analysis.
•
None - If enabled, spam messages detected by Korumail, will not be uploaded to Comodo.
Click 'Save' to apply your changes.
•
•

•

6.4.2

Cache Settings

The 'Cache' settings tab allow admins to set the cache expire time for greylisted IP addresses, SMTP Auth logs and
LDAP.
•

Click 'System' > 'Settings' on the left-menu

•

Click the 'Cache' tab:
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•

Greylist IP cache expire time. The length of time that the IP address of an unknown sender will be held
on the greylist.
•
Greylisting is a method of spam control whereby Korumail will initially reject any mail from an
unknown sender. If the mail is legitimate, the originating server will resend the mail. Korumail will
accept the mail on this second attempt and remove the sender from the greylist. This helps prevent
junk mail as it is often too expensive for spam servers to send this second attempt.
If this time elapses with no response then the IP address returns to 'unknown' status. The next mail from
the server will be subject to the greylisting process again.
•
SMTP AUTH logs expire time: The end user authentication log details of SMTP clients are cached for
the entered days and after that they are deleted.
•
LDAP Cache: LDAP authentication details are cached and KoruMail does not query the LDAP server.
Click the 'Clear Now' beside an item to clear the cache immediately.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

•

6.4.3

Session Settings

The 'Session' settings tab allows administrators to configure the session inactivity period as well as to limit the number
of times an administrator can log into the web console before the login password has to be changed.
•

To open the 'Session' settings interface, click the 'System' tab on the left menu, then 'Settings' and 'Session'
tab.

•

Session Timeout Duration: Enter the period of session inactivity after which the administrator has to login
again.

•

Login Limit: Enter the number of users that can login to the portal at the same time.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.
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6.4.4

GUI Customization

The 'GUI Customization' tab lets you customize the look and feel of KoruMail web console according to your
preferences. You can also change the name and the logo to be displayed in the interface.
Open the 'GUI Customization' settings interface,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu, then 'Settings' > 'GUI Customization' tab

•

Company: Enter the name of the company to be displayed

•

Logo: Upload your company logo. The logo will be shown in the interface to all users. Images should be
in .png format and no larger than 150 px L x 100 px H.
Click ‘Upload’, choose file then again click ‘Upload’
•
To remove the logo, click the 'Clear' link.
•
Click 'Save' to upload the logo.
Theme: The 'Themes' drop-down allows you to choose the colors and appearance of the GUI as you prefer
(Default = Blitzer Theme).
•

•
•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

6.4.5

System Backup

The 'Backup' tab allow administrators to backup all configurations and logs. You can also automate the backup process
by scheduling the backup dates and time. You can restore the stored back up in case the need arises.
To open the 'Backup' settings interface,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu, then 'Settings' > 'Backup' tab.

Instant Backup
•

To take an instant backup, enter the password, confirm it and click the 'Create Backup' button.

The system will backup the files and the backup download link will be displayed.
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•

‘Click here to download backup’ – Click this link to save the backup.

The file is downloaded to your system. The 'Backup' file can be restored later from the 'Restore' tab.

Scheduled Backup
You can automate the backup process by scheduling the jobs.
•

To schedule a backup job, select the 'Enable Auto Backup' check box.

•
•
•

Host: The name or IP of the system where the data should be backed up.
User: The user name of the system
Password: Enter the password to access the system
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Remote Path: Enter the remote path of the system including the folder name. Leaving the field blank
means the backup will be uploaded to the default FTP folder.
•
Backup type: Select the backup type from the drop-down. Currently only FTP option is available.
•
Days to backup: Schedule the backup day(s) from the options.
•
Backup hour: Select the hour when the scheduled backup should run on the selected backup day(s)
Click 'Save'. The scheduled job will be saved. To change the schedule or the backup location, edit the settings
accordingly and click 'Save'.
•

•

6.4.6

System Restore

You can restore KoruMail configurations and logs using the 'Restore' feature. Please note that for a restore operation to
be completed, KoruMail has to be rebooted.
To open the 'Restore' settings interface,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu, then 'Settings' > 'Restore' tab

•

Backup Password – Enter the password that you provided while backing up.

•

Click the 'Upload' button

•

Click ‘Choose File’, navigate to the location and click ‘Upload’

•

Click ‘Restore’
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The console has to be rebooted to complete the restore operation.

•

6.4.7

Click 'OK' to confirm.

Log Upload Settings

The 'Log Upload' tab allows admins to configure the automated upload of various types of KoruMail logs.
To open the 'Log Upload' settings interface,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu, then 'Settings' > 'Log Upload' tab

•

Host: The name or IP of the system where the logs should be uploaded.
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•

User: The user name of the system

•

Password: Enter the password to access the system

•

Remote Path: Enter the remote path of the system including the folder name. Leaving the field blank means
the logs will be uploaded to the default FTP folder.

•

Upload type: Select the upload type from the drop-down. Currently only FTP option is available.

•

Days to upload: Schedule the upload day(s) from the options.

•

Upload hour: Select the hour when the scheduled upload should run on the selected upload day(s)

•

Click 'Save'. The scheduled job will be saved. To change the schedule or the upload location, edit the settings
accordingly and click the 'Save' button.

6.4.8

Postmaster Settings

•

It is a statutory requirement to set a postmaster address to which email errors will be directed for an SMTP
domain. Postmaster addresses are commonly targeted by spammers to send unsolicited messages.

•

Similarly, spammers also use the mailer-daemon route to flood users with spam messages.

•

KoruMail allow administrators to forward these to other addresses and /or reject emails sent to these
addresses.

To open the 'Postmaster' settings interface,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu, then click 'Settings' > 'Postmaster' tab.

•

Postmaster Forwarding Address: Enter the forwarding address to which the email to postmaster are
directed.

•

MAILER-DAEMON Forwarding Address: Enter the forwarding address to which the Mailer Daemon
notifications are to be directed.

•

Discard incoming mails: Select the check box if the mails to the forwarded address is to be rejected.

•

Click the 'Save' button.

6.4.9

Web UI SSL

An SSL certificate is required to provide secure, HTTPS access to your KoruMail admin console. You can choose to
upload an SSL certificate from this interface or in the dashboard. The latest certificate that you uploaded from either of
the interfaces is active.
•

Click System' on the left then ‘Settings’ > ‘Postmaster’
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•

•

Use Default Certificate – This is a KoruMail self-signed certificate. KoruMail will automatically install a
self-signed certificate on your console. Your connection to the console will be just as secure as above, but
your browser will show error messages as the certificate is not signed by a trusted certificate authority.
You can bypass these errors and create an exception in your browser to avoid these messages in future.
Certificate File - Upload a certificate you have on file. Ideally, this will be a certificate which you have
obtained from a trusted certificate authority. Using such a certificate means you will not see browser error
messages when you access the admin console.
•
Click ‘Upload’

Click ‘Choose File’ then select the cert file and click ‘Upload’
Enter the certificate password in the KoruMail interface
Click ‘Save’
•

•
•

6.4.10

SMTP TLS Settings

•

Transport layer security (TLS) is a cryptographic protocol which provides encryption and privacy for email
traffic.

•

You need to install a certificate on your mail server in order to enable TLS.

•

The 'SMTP TLS' area lets you create a new certificate or upload an existing certificate.

Open the 'SMTP TLS' settings interface
•

Click 'System' > 'Settings' > 'SMTP TLS' tab.
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•

Enable SMTP TLS – Select to activate SMTP TLS

Create a certificate
•

Click the 'Create certificate' link and enter the mandatory details:

•
•
•
•
•

Validity - Specify the term length of the certificate in days. Note - certificates for public-facing websites
have a maximum term length of 720 days.
Country - Select the two-character code for your country.
State - Two character code of the state/province in which your organization is located.
City/Locality - The name of the city in which your organization is located
Department - Name of the department
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E-mail - Your contact email address
•
Host or IP address - Type the domain, hostname or IP address of the server you want to secure
Click 'Save' to create the certificate.
•
•

Upload a certificate
•

Click 'Upload certificate' then click 'Import'

•

Click the upload button to browse for the certificate you wish to import

•

Click 'Save'.

6.4.11

Update Database

KoruMail updates virus and spam databases once per day. If required, the databases can be updated instantly from
'Database Update' tab.
To open the 'Database Update' settings interface,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu then click 'Settings' > 'Database Update'.
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•

Virus Update: Click the 'Update' button to update the virus database

•

Spam Update: Click the 'Update' button to update the spam database

6.4.12

Syslog Server

KoruMail has the ability to forward logs pertaining to various operations and configuration changes to a remote Syslog
server. Administrators can integrate the module with the remote Syslog server used by the organization for easy
analysis of the logs and to conserve disk space.
To open the 'Syslog' settings interface,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu then click 'Settings' > 'Syslog' tab

•

Enable Syslog Server: Select the check box to store the logs in a remote server. If selected, the details of the
Syslog server should be entered in the fields.

•

Host Name or IP Address: Enter the host name or the IP address of the remote logging server to which the
logs are to be passed.
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•

Port: Enter the port number through which the server receives the logs. Default is 514.

•

Level: Select the log level that has to be passed to the remote logging server.

•

Click 'Save'

6.5

Logs

KoruMail stores log files for various activities and connections in the local database and uploads the logs to the server
as specified under 'System' > 'Settings' > 'Log Upload'. Administrators can download logs from the database through
the 'Logs' interface. The logs interface also allows administrators to delete unwanted logs.
To open the 'Logs' interface,
•

Click the 'System' tab and then the 'Logs' sub tab.

The 'Logs' interface has the following tabs:
•

Log Files

•

Purge Files

6.5.1

Log Files

The 'Log Files' tab contains logs of different activities and connection attempts. These include:
•

SMTP Filtering

•

SMTP Services

•

SMTP Submission

•

Engine Activities

•

E-mail Delivery

Each logs contains granular details about a particular activity. You can download specific logs and delete unwanted
logs from this interface.
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Tip: You can also view real-time logs in the 'Reports' interface. See Reports for more details.
To open the 'Log Files' interface
•

Click the 'System' > 'Logs' > 'Log Files' tab:

•

Click 'Refresh' to reload the list and view the latest logs.

•

Use the links above the table to change the type of log files shown in the list

6.5.2

Purge Files

The purge files interface lets you configure how long to keep log files, archived mails and quarantined mails. Items
older than the period specified will be automatically deleted.
To open the 'Purge Files' interface,
•

Click 'System'> 'Logs' > 'Purge Files' tab:
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•

Delete older mail log records in database (Days) - Specify the number of days to store the log files. The log
files older than the days specified here will be automatically deleted.

•

Delete older archived mails (Days) - Specify the number of days for which the quarantined mails are to be
retained in the local database. Mails older than the days specified here, will be automatically deleted.

•

Delete older quarantine mails (Days) - Specify the number of days for which the quarantined mails are to be
preserved in the local database for review by the administrators. Mails older than the days specified here, will
be automatically deleted.

•

To instantly remove all the saved logs, archived mails and quarantined mails, click 'Delete'.

6.5.3

Tools

KoruMail has built-in tools to quickly check the connectivity to the mail servers and clients and to clear the mails in the
SMTP delivery queue.
To open the 'Tools' interface,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu and then click 'Tools' from the sub-menu.

The 'Tools' interface has two tabs:
•

Connectivity Check

•

SMTP Queue
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6.5.3.1 Check Connectivity
Allows administrators to check the connection status of KoruMail to external mail servers and clients, make name
server lookups and check telnet connectivity to a remote host.
To open the 'Connectivity Checks' interface,
•

Click the 'System' tab on the left menu then 'Tools' then the 'Connectivity Checks' tab.

You can check for the following:
•

Connectivity to a remote SMTP server

•

Connectivity to a remote host

•

Name server lookup for a remote host or a mail server

•

Telnet connectivity for a remote host

To check connection to a SMTP server
•

Click 'Test' beside 'SMTP connectivity' from the 'Connectivity Checks' interface.
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The 'Check remote SMTP Connectivity' interface will appear.
•

Enter the details of the external or remote mail server as given below:

•

Host Name or IP Address - The hostname or IP address of the remote SMTP server
•
Port - The port used by the server for SMTP connections. This depends on whether or not the server
uses SSL for SMTP connections (Default = 25)
•
Sender - A valid email address at the local SMTP server to send a test mail to the remote server for
testing
•
Recipient - A valid email address at the remote SMTP server to which the test email needs to be sent
Click 'Send'
•

KoruMail will send a test email to check the connectivity and display the results in the 'Result' field.
To check connectivity to a remote host
•

Click 'Test' beside 'Ping' from the 'Connectivity Checks' interface.
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The 'Ping' interface will appear.
•

Enter the hostname or IP address of the remote host to check whether it can be reached by KoruMail

•

Click 'Send'

KoruMail will ping the remote host and display the results in the 'Result' field.
To lookup name server for a remote host
•

Click 'Test' beside 'Nslookup' from the 'Connectivity Checks' interface.
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The 'Nslookup' interface will appear.
•

Enter the hostname or IP address of the remote host to check the domain name associated with it

•

Click 'Send'

KoruMail will lookup the name server to identify the domain name associated with the IP address or the hostname and
display the results in the 'Result' field.
To check Telnet connectivity to a remote host
•

Click 'Test' beside 'Telnet' from the 'Connectivity Checks' interface.
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The 'Telnet' interface will appear.
•

Enter the hostname or IP address of the remote host to check whether it is connecting through Telnet protocol

•

Enter the port use by the remote host for Telnet connections (Default = 25).

•

KoruMail send a request 'GET /login.xhtml HTTP/1.0' to the remote host to check the connectivity, If you wish
to send a custom request, edit the same in the 'Request' field.

•

Click 'Send'

KoruMail will send the request to the remote host for checking the Telnet connectivity and display the results in the
'Result' field.

6.5.3.2 Clear SMTP Queue
The Queue tab under the Tools interface allows the administrator to remove the mails that are in queue for SMTP
forwarding.
To clear the SMTP queue
•

Click the 'System' tab from the left, then 'Tools' > 'Queue' tab.
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•

6.6

Click 'Clear' beside 'CLEAN SMTP queue'.

Session Reports

•

Click the 'System' tab from the left, then click 'Session Reports'.

•

Session reports show all currently active logins.

•

Details include the IP address of the user, the last login time and the details of last activity performed on the
user interface.

6.7

System Usage Statistics

KoruMail displays SMTP connection statistics, mail statistics and utilization statistics of hardware and software
resources like network, CPU, hard disks and system memory as graphs in the 'Statistics' interface.
•

To open the 'Statistics' interface, click the 'System' tab and then the 'Statistics' sub tab.
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The administrator can set the update interval for the statistics or can instantly update the statistics to view the real-time
usage graphs.
•

To set the update interval, choose the interval from the 'Automatic update interval' drop-down.

•

To instantly update the statistics, click the 'Refresh Now' button.

The 'System Usage Graphics' area displays the connection and usage statistics graphs under the following tabs:
•

SMTP: A graphical representation of the number of SMTP connections between KoruMail and different mail
servers during the selected time period. Shows data for both for incoming and outgoing mails.

•

Queue: Displays the graphical representation of number of mails that were in queue for processing and
delivering to the mail servers, during the selected time period.

•

Network and Network2: Shows network utilization statistics through various network interfaces for the
selected period.

•

CPU: Shows the load on the KoruMail CPU over the selected period.

•

Disk: Shows disk access levels over the selected period.

•

Memory: Shows system memory usage over the selected period.
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SMTP
The 'SMTP' tab displays the numbers of SMTP connections made to different mail servers over the period chosen from
the sub tabs:

•

Hourly - Shows the log of connections for the past one hour

•

Daily - Shows the log of connections for the past 24 hours

•

Weekly - Shows the log of connections for the past seven days

•

Monthly - Shows the log of connections for the past four weeks

•

Yearly - Shows the log of connections for the past twelve months

The numbers of maximum and average connections within the selected period and the current number of connections
are displayed below the graph.

Queue
KoruMail receives all the emails and analyzes them for spam filtering, virus scanning, content filtering and so on, before
delivering it to the mail servers. The 'Queue' tab displays the log of mails that were under processing and not delivered
to the mail servers during the selected period.
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You can choose the time period for which you wish to see the logs from the sub tabs:
•

Hourly - Shows the log of number of mails in queue for the past one hour

•

Daily - Shows the log of number of mails in queue for the past 24 hours

•

Weekly - Shows the log of number of mails in queue for the past seven days

•

Monthly - Shows the log of number of mails in queue for the past four weeks

•

Yearly - Shows the log of number of mails in queue for the past twelve months

Network and Network2
The Network tabs display the log of network resource utilization through the respective interface, for the period chosen
from the sub-tabs.
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•

Hourly - Shows the log of network usage for the past one hour

•

Daily - Shows the log of network usage for the past 24 hours

•

Weekly - Shows the log of network usage for the past seven days

•

Monthly - Shows the log of network usage for the past four weeks

•

Yearly - Shows the log of network usage for the past twelve months

The incoming and outgoing traffic are represented with different colors in the graph.
Green - Incoming traffic
•
Blue - Outgoing traffic
The current incoming/outgoing traffic and the average incoming and outgoing traffic for the selected period of time are
indicated below the graph.
•

CPU
The CPU tab displays the log of load on KoruMail CPU, for the period chosen from the sub-tabs.
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•

Hourly - Shows the CPU usage for the past one hour

•

Daily - Shows the CPU usage for the past 24 hours

•

Weekly - Shows the CPU usage for the past seven days

•

Monthly - Shows the CPU usage for the past four weeks

•

Yearly - Shows the CPU usage for the past twelve months

The processes that are responsible for CPU usage are indicated with different colors.
•
Green - Idle, CPU was not used by any of the processes
•
Red - System processes
The table below the graph shows the current, average and maximum load of the CPU for the selected period from the
respective processes.

Disk
The 'Disk' tab displays a graphical representation of the log of the ratio of disk usage with respect to total disk space in
KoruMail, for the period chosen from the sub-tabs.
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•

Hourly - Shows the disk usage for the past one hour

•

Daily - Shows the disk usage for the past 24 hours

•

Weekly - Shows the disk usage for the past seven days

•

Monthly - Shows the disk usage for the past four weeks

•

Yearly - Shows the disk usage for the past twelve months

The disk usage by different types of data are indicated with different colors.
•
Yellow - Space occupied by system configuration
•
Magenta - Space occupied by mail archive
The table below the graph shows the current, average and maximum disk usages for the selected period.

Memory
The 'Memory' tab displays a graphical representation of the usage of system memory of KoruMail, for the period
chosen from the sub-tabs.
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•

Hourly - Shows the memory usage for the past one hour

•

Daily - Shows the memory usage for the past 24 hours

•

Weekly - Shows the memory usage for the past seven days

•

Monthly - Shows the memory usage for the past four weeks

•

Yearly - Shows the memory usage for the past twelve months

The maximum, average and current memory usage statistics are indicated below the graph.

7

SMTP Configuration

The 'SMTP' area allow administrators to configure settings for outgoing mails such as SMTP settings, set outgoing
limits, manage domains, SMTP-Auth settings, block users and more.
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Click the following links for more details:
•

SMTP Settings

•

Manage Domains

•

KoruMail SMTP AUTH Connector

•

LDAP/Local DB/MySQL User Database

•

Greylisting

•

Manage RBL Servers

•

Disclaimer

•

SMPT Relay

•

DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM)

•

Outgoing SMTP Limits

•

Incoming SMTP Limits

7.1

SMTP (Send E-Mail Protocol) Settings

The 'SMTP' settings area allow administrators to configure items such as SMTP connection response message,
activate DoS protection, configure minimum and maximum number of sub processes the main filtering engine can be
utilized. The area also allows you to set the number of mails that can be queued and sent at a time for a particular
domain.
•

To open the 'SMTP' screen, click the 'SMTP-Auth' tab on the left menu and click 'SMTP'.
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Click the following links for more details:
•

General Settings

•

Advanced Settings

•

Outbound Delivery Queue

7.1.1

General Settings

The 'General Settings' lets you configure the max. size of mails that can be sent, enable denial of service (DoS)
protection, and configure sender policy framework (SPF).
•

Click 'SMTP' > 'SMTP' > 'General Settings' to open the settings interface:
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SMTP Settings - General Settings Table of Parameters
Parameter

Description

SMTP server banner text The welcome message shown on the server after connection to KoruMail port 25 is
established.
Maximum acceptable
mail size (MB)

The maximum permitted size of a single email + attachments. The default value is 20
MB.

Activate DoS protection

A DoS (Denial of Service) attack occurs when a malicious actor tries to overload your
mail server by bombarding it with unsolicited mail. DoS protection implements limits to
help ensure your servers are not brought to a standstill by such attacks.

Enable SMTP
submission port

If enabled, KoruMail doesn't accept outgoing messages from unauthenticated sources.
This helps protect your network and users from spam emails.

Enable SPF
Recommended value: 3

SPF (Sender Policy Framework) is a standard designed to block the forgery of sender
addresses.
SPF values
1. Just add received-SPF header
2. Return temporary failure in DNS query error
3. If SPF result fails (ban) then reject it (recommended)
4. If SPF result is softfail then reject it
5. If SPF result is neutral then reject it
6. If SPF result is not passed then reject it
You can disable SPF by selecting '0' from the list. If the check box 'Only for hosted
domains' is selected, then the SPF check will be performed for outgoing mails for
domains that are hosted in the network.

Enable IP Based
Geolocation Restriction

Detects the location of the sender from their IP address. This should be enabled in order
to activate the geo-location restriction settings in incoming profiles. Mails from restricted
countries will be rejected. See 'Geolocation Restriction' settings in incoming profile
settings to specify countries from which you want to reject email.
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Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

•

7.1.2

Advanced Settings

The SMTP 'Advanced Settings' area allows administrators to configure settings such as the minimum and maximum
number of processes that the main filtering engine should use, the number of recipients per SMTP transactions and
more.
•

To open the SMTP 'Advanced Settings' interface, click the 'SMTP' tab and then the 'SMTP' sub tab >
'Advanced Settings'.

SMTP Settings - Advanced Settings Table of Parameters
Parameter

Description

Minimum number of filter The lowest amount of processes that Korumail should use to filter mail. Filter processors
processors
are threads used to scan and handle mail.
•

Maximum number of
filter processors

Fewer processors = Lower resource overhead / slower performance

The most filter processes that Korumail should use to filter mail. Filter processors are
threads used to scan and handle mail.
•

More processors = Higher resource overhead / better performance
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Maximum number of
recipients per SMTP
transaction

The highest number of mailboxes to which Dome Antispam will forward mail per
transaction.

Incoming SMTP session Timeout duration of each SMTP session.
timeout (seconds)
RBL Timeout (seconds)

If this time is exceed, the RBL query is canceled and next filter is applied to the e-mail.

Early talker drop time
(seconds)

After a client makes a TCP connection, SMTP servers will wait a for short time before
sending a greeting message. The client replies with a HELO or a EHLO response.
If the server recieves the response before it sends the greeting, then there is a high
chance the client is a spammer. The waiting time before sending the greeting is called
'Early talker drop time'.
We recommend you leave the setting at the default.

Reject invalid addresses If enabled, outgoing mails with invalid address will be rejected
Queue life time (hour)

Enter the number of hours that a mail can be queued for delivery before it is bounced.

Enable tarpitting

Tarpitting helps thwart spammers by slowing the transmission of bulk emails. Tarpits
slow communication times with spam servers when they send mail to several of your
recipients during one session.
Spammers may stop sending emails to your server if the response to their requests is
very slow.

Tarpit count

Tarpitting will become active if the number of recipients exceeds the Tarpit count.

Tarpit delay (second)

The number of seconds that Tarpitting will delay the transmission response

Maximum number of
SMTP sessions

Maximum number of concurrent SMTP sessions.

Maximum number of
concurrent mail delivery

Maximum number of concurrent messages that can be sent by SMTP server.

Main Filter engine log
level

Select the level of main filtering engine event that should be logged. Selecting 'Notset'
will log all the levels.

•

7.1.3

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

Outbound Delivery Queue

Some domains have restrictions on how many email recipients that can be delivered concurrently from a source.
KoruMail has the feature to queue outbound mails per domain so that only the specified number of mails will be
delivered at a time.
•

To open the SMTP 'Outbound Delivery Queue' interface, click the 'SMTP' tab and then the 'SMTP' sub tab >
'Outbound Delivery Queue'.
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The interface has three preset delivery queue numbers that can be configured according to your organizational needs.
The 'Concurrency Number' for each of the queue can be changed.
•

To set the number of emails that can be sent at a time, enter the number in the 'Concurrency Number' field
and click the 'Save' button.
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•

To add a domain for which the number of outgoing mails should be restricted and queued depending on the
'Concurrency Number', enter the domain name in the filed and click the

button under the 'Action' column.

•

To remove a domain from the list, click the

button beside it.

•

To remove all domains from the list, click the 'Delete all' link and confirm the removal in the 'Confirmation
Dialog'.

•

To save the list of domains in a 'Queue', click the 'Export' link and save it to your system.

•

To import a list of domains, click the 'Import' link. The 'Import' dialog will be displayed:
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Click the 'Upload' button, browse to the location where the file is saved and click 'Open'.
The file will be added.
•

•
•
•
•

7.2

Repeat the process to add more files.
To remove a file, click the 'Clear' link beside it.
To remove all the added files, click the 'Clear All' button at the top right.
To import the list of domains from the files, click the 'Save' button.

Manage Domains

•

The 'Manage Domains' area allows you to add, edit and view the domains you wish to filter.

•

You can also configure routes, SMTP servers and add 'Smart Hosts', so mail is routed to an intermediate/
relay server rather than direct to the recipient server.

•

Click 'SMTP' left then 'Domains' to open this interface:
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Click the following the links for more details:
•

Manage domain names

•

Manage domain routes

•

Manage smart hosts

•

Default domain routing

7.2.1

Manage Domain Names

The 'Managed Domain Names' tab lets you view, add and edit your protected domains.
•

Click 'SMTP' > 'Domains' on the left

•

Click the 'Managed Domains' tab
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Managed Domains - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Managed Domain Name The name of the domain added to KoruMail
Generate Report

If enabled, KoruMail displays related email statistics of the selected domain name in
'Domain Reports'

Owner

The name of the administrator who added the domain.

Actions

To add a domain, click this button after entering the details in the field under
'Managed Domain Name' column.
Allows the administrators to delete a domain from the list.
Allows the administrators to change the name of the 'Owner'

Search Options
You can search for a particular domain(s) by using the filter.
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•

Enter the name of the domain fully or partially in the filter field and click the 'Filter' button.

Domains that match the entered search text will be displayed.

•

To display all the managed domains, click the 'Clear' button.

The interface allows you to:
•

Add a domain name

•

Add multiple domain names

•

Edit a domain owner

•

Delete domain names

•

Export domain names

To add a domain name
•

Enter the domain name in the field under 'Managed Domain Name' column
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•

Select the 'Generate Report' check box if you want to display email statistics of the domain name in ‘Domain
Reports'

•

Click the

button under the 'Action' column.

The domain will be added and the next step is to define route for the added domain. If left undefined, then the default
route will apply for the domain.

See 'Manage Routes' on how to add routes.

To add multiple domain names
When you add the domain name, you can also route the domain name at the same time. To do this, you must specify
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the domain name, target IP address, port and LDAP profile name in one line.
•

Separate each item with a semi-colon as follows:

•

Domain; Destination IP; Port; LDAP Profile Name
If destination IP address is blank then no routing is done for the domain

•

If the port field is blank, port 25 is used as default.

•

Click the 'Bulk Add' link in the 'Managed Domains' screen:

The 'Bulk Add' screen will open:
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Enter the domain names each per line.
•
You can also define routes, port number and LDAP profile name here for the domains. The items should
be separated by a semicolon as shown in the screen.
Click the 'Add' button.
•

•

The domains will be added and the next step is to define routes for the added domains if not defined while entering the
domain names. If left undefined, then the default route will apply for the domains.
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To edit a domain owner
When an administrator adds a domain name, his/her user name will be displayed in the screen under the 'Owner'
column header.
•

To change the name of domain owner, click the

button beside the 'Owner' name.

The 'Edit Managed Domain' screen will be displayed.

•

Select the name that you want to change as the owner from the 'Owner' drop-down

•

Click the 'Save' button

To delete domain names
•

To delete domain names one at a time, click the
deletion in 'Confirmation' dialog.

button under the 'Action' column header and confirm the
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•

To delete multiple domain names, select the check boxes beside them and click the 'Delete' button at the
bottom.

•

Click 'OK' to confirm the removal of the selected domains.

To export the domain names
•

Click the 'Export' link at the bottom of the screen
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•

Download and save the domains list as a text file to your system.

7.2.2

Manage Domain Routes

•

Once you have added the domains you wish to manage as explained in the previous section, you can define
the route each domain should use to deliver mail after KoruMail has filtered them.

•

If no route is defined, then the default domain route will apply. See 'Default Domain Routing' for more details.

To open the 'Routes' screen
•

Click the 'SMTP' tab on the left menu, click 'Domains' > then 'Routes'.

Domain Route - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Managed Domain Name The name of the domain added to KoruMail
Routing Type

Select the routing type that should be used to send mail to the SMTP server. The options
available are:
•
IPv4
•

IPv6 Hostname

•

MX Record
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•

LDAP

SMTP Server

Enter the IP address or the SMTP server name

Port Number

The port number to which the KoruMail should forward the mail

User Verification

The type of user verification that KoruMail should use before forwarding the mails. The
options available are:
•
None

LDAP/DB Profile

•

Local User DB

•

My SQL

•

LDAP

This field will be populated depending on the type of 'User Verification' selected. If 'LDAP'
is chosen, then the option to choose the LDAP type will be available from the drop-down.

Action

To add the domain route, click this button after entering/selecting all the
routing details.
Click this button to check the connectivity between KoruMail and the SMTP
server.
Allows the administrators to delete a domain route from the list.
Allows the administrators to edit the domain route.

The interface allow administrators to:
•

Configure domain route for the added domains

•

Edit a domain route

•

Delete domain routes

•

Export domain routes

To configure a domain route
•

Click the 'Choose' drop-down and select the added domain for which you want to configure the route.
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•

Select the routing type that should be used to send mail to the SMTP server.

•

Enter the server name or IP address of the SMTP server to which KoruMail should forward the mails to in the
filed under 'SMTP Server'

•

Enter the port number to which the KoruMail should forward the mail

•

Select the verification type that the KoruMail should use before forwarding the mails. The options available
are: Local User DB, My SQL and LDAP. These are configured in LDAP/DB section.

•

Depending on the 'User Verification' type chosen, the 'LDAP/DB Profile' column will be populated. If 'LDAP' is
chosen as 'User Verification' then the LDAP profiles added in LDAP/DB section will be displayed from the
drop-down. Select the LDAP profile from the options.
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•

To check the connectivity between KoruMail and the configured remote server, click the
button under the
'Action' column header. The connection will be checked and the result displayed at the top.

•

To add a domain route to the list, click the

button under the 'Action' column header.

The configured domain route will be added for the domain and displayed in the list.

To edit a domain route
•

Click the

button under the 'Action' column header for the domain route that you want to edit.

The 'Edit domain route' screen will be displayed.

•

Edit the required parameters. This is similar to the method explained in the 'Add' section.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

To delete domain routes
•

Delete individual routes - Click the

button under the 'Action' column header.

•

Delete multiple routes - Select the check box each domain and click the 'Delete' button at the bottom.
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•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion of the selected domain routes

To export the domain routes to a file
•

Click the 'Export' link at the bottom of the screen
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•

Download and save the domain routes list as a text file to your system.

7.2.3

Manage Smart Hosts

•

Smart hosts are an intermediate mail server that receive mail from an SMTP server and, after applying their
own policy, forward them to end-user mail boxes.

•

Smart hosts require authentication from the sender to verify that the sender is allowed to forward mails
through the smart host. This differs from an open mail relay which forwards mail directly to the recipient server
without authentication.
Please note that a domain added under 'Managed Domains' cannot be added for 'Smart Host' routing.
The interface also allows admins to configure default domain routing.
•

•

•

This applies to 'Managed Domains' whose routing has not been configured. See 'Default Domain
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Routing' for more details.
To open the 'Smart Hosts' screen
•

Click 'SMTP' > 'Domains' on the left

•

Click the 'Smart Hosts' tab.
Smart Hosts - Table of Column Descriptions

Column Header
Domain Name

Description
The URL of the domain added to KoruMail.

Host Name or IP Address Host Name or IP address of the smart host.
Port

The port number to which the KoruMail should forward the mail.

Username

Enter a username for the corresponding domain name.

Password

Enter a password for the corresponding domain name.

Confirm Password

Enter the password again to set it for the domain name.

Action

To route the domain to a 'Smart Host', click this button after entering all the
routing details.
Allows the administrators to delete a domain 'Smart Host' route from the list.

The interface allow administrators to:
•

Configure 'Smart Host' route for domains

•

Delete 'Smart Host' routes for domains

•

Export 'Smart Host' routes list for domains

To configure 'Smart Host' route for domains
•

Enter the domain whose mail you wish to route to a smart host in the 'Domain Name' column

•

Enter the host name or IP address of the smart host you wish to use for that domain

•

Add the port number to which KoruMail should forward the mail

•

To add the 'Smart Host' route to the list, click

under the 'Action' column header.

To delete 'Smart Host' route for domains
•

To delete 'Smart Host' routes one at a time, click
deletion in 'Confirmation' dialog.

under the 'Action' column header and confirm the

•

To delete 'Smart Host' routes, select the check boxes beside them and click 'Delete' at the bottom.
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•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion of the selected 'Smart Host' routes

To export 'Smart Host' routes list for domains
•

Click the 'Export' link at the bottom of the screen
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•

7.2.4

Download and save the 'Smart Host' routes list as a text file to your system.

Default Domain Routing

•

KoruMail allows admins to configure routing for 'Managed Domains' that are protected by its filtering engine.

•

See 'Manage Domain Routes' to find out how to configure routing for managed domains. If no custom routing
is defined then the default routing scheme is applied.

•

The default settings can be configured in the 'Smart Hosts' section.

To open the 'Smart Hosts' screen,
•

Click 'SMTP' > 'Domains' on the left

•

Select the 'Smart Hosts' tab
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•

Select the 'Enable Default Domain Routing' check box

The fields for entering/selecting the routing details will be displayed.

SMTP Server: Enter the server name or IP address of the SMTP server to which KoruMail should forward
the mails
•
SMTP Port: Enter the port number to which KoruMail should forward the mails
•
LDAP Profile: Select the LDAP Profile that KoruMail should use for user verification before forwarding
the mails. The LDAP Profiles are configured in LDAP/DB section.
Click 'Save' to apply your changes.
•

•

7.3

KoruMail SMTP AUTH Connector

The 'SMTP-AUTH' section lets admins block users, configure authentication settings for outgoing mails, and configure
anomaly detection. Anomaly detection lets you track which IP addresses are used to send out mails for an email
address.
•

Click 'SMTP' > 'SMTP-AUTH' to open the interface:
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Click the following links for more details:
•

SMTP Authentication Settings

•

Block Users

•

Anomaly Detection

7.3.1

SMTP Authentication Settings

The 'SMTP Authentication Settings' screen allows administrators to configure the user authentication type for outgoing
mails.
•

To open the 'SMTP Authentication Settings' screen, click the 'SMTP' menu item on the left then 'SMTP-AUTH'
then open the 'SMTP Authentication Settings' tab.
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SMTP Authentication Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter

Description

Enable SMTP
Authentication

If enabled, admins can use this interface to configure an SMTP authentication method for
senders.

Only allow SMTP AUTH
with TLS

If enabled, authentication must be conducted over a secure TLS connection.

Fake Sender Control

Will block fake senders

Authentication Method

Select the user authentication method from the drop-down. The options available are
POP3/IMAP and LDAP/AD. The settings fields depend on the options chosen. Refer to
'POP3/IMAP Authentication Method' and 'LDAP Authentication Method' for details on
the respective settings.

Connection Timeout

Enter the time in seconds during which authentication between the client and the
POP3/IMAP/LDAP server must be completed. The user will be prompted to enter
credentials again if the time elapses.

Envelope sender must
match SMTP-AUTH
username

KoruMail checks whether the envelope sender name and username is same. KoruMail
authenticates the users via the servers added in the SMTP-AUTH server list.
If enabled, you have to select any of the authentication type below:
SMTP-AUTH username format:
•
Username – Enter the domain in the default domain field. KoruMail appends the
domain to the username and checks in the SMTP auth servers.
•

Domain – Select the domain format. KoruMail checks the usernames for all
domains in the SMTP auth servers.

POP3/IMAP Authentication Method
SMTP-AUTH server list

Authentica Select authentication method - either POP3 or IMAP.
tion
method
Connectio Select the type of connection (clear text or encrypted SSL/TLS).
n type
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Hostname Enter the server name or IP address of the SMTP-AUTH server.
Port

Enter the port of the server to which KoruMail should connect to.

Enabled

Activate or disable the server.

Action

Click this button to add an SMTP-AUTH server to the list after
configuring all parameters.
Allows administrators to delete an auth server from the list.
Allows administrators to edit the parameters of an auth server.

LDAP/AD Authentication Method
LDAP Profile

Select the type of LDAP profile from the drop-down. The profiles available are configured
in LDAP/DB section.

Configure SMTP authentication settings
•

Select the 'Enable SMTP Authentication' check box

•

Select the 'Only allow SMTP AUTH with TLS' check box to allow only encrypted SMTP AUTH sessions

•

Select the 'Fake Sender Control' to block fake sender email address in the SMTP Server.

•

Select the type of authentication method from the 'Authentication method' drop-down. The options available
are POP3 / IMAP and LDAP. Refer to 'POP3/IMAP Authentication Method' and 'LDAP Authentication
Method' for details on the respective settings.

•

Enter the time in seconds after which the SMTP Auth session will end.
POP3/IMAP Authentication Method
•
•
•
•

Authentication method - Select the POP3 or IMAP type of authentication method from the drop-down.
Connection type - Selection the type of connection, whether it should clear text or encrypted. The options
available are 'Plain', 'SSL' and 'TLS'.
Hostname - Enter the IP address or the server name of the SMTP AUTH server.
Port - Enter the port of the server to which KoruMail should connect to.

•

Click the button to add the server to the list.
Repeat the process to add more auth servers.

•

You can change the server order by dragging and dropping them.

•

To edit the details of an auth server, click the

•

button.
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•

Edit the parameters as required and click the 'Save' button.

To delete an auth server from the list, click the
Click the 'Save' button to apply your changes.
•

•

button and click 'OK' in the confirmation dialog.

LDAP Authentication Method
•

•

7.3.2

LDAP Profile - Select the type of LDAP profile from the drop-down. The profiles available here are
configured in LDAP/DB section.

Click the 'Save' button to apply your changes.

Block Users

Administrators can block outgoing mails from users that are routed via KoruMail. The 'Block Users' interface also allows
you to search for blocked users and domains.
•

To open the 'Block Users' screen, click the 'SMTP' tab on the left and click 'SMTP-AUTH' then 'Block Users'.
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The interface allow administrators to:
•

Add blocked users

•

Block Lifetime

•

Remove users from the blocked list

•

Search for blocked users

•

Export lists of blocked users

•

Import lists of blocked users from file

Add a Blocked User
Type the username (or part of the username) of the user you wish to block in the 'Username' field. You can then set
how the rule should be applied using the drop-down menu:
•

Starts With - Blocks users whose names begin with the entered text

•

Equals To - Blocks users whose names exactly match the entered text

•

Contains - Blocks users whose names contain the entered text somewhere in their name. Will also block exact
matches
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•

Click the 'Add' button to apply your choice. The item will be added to the list with the category type
displaying on the left side.

Block Lifetime
The 'Blocking lifetime' refers to the number of hours the email address will remain blocked at the SMTP Server. The
available intervals are 'Unlimited', '1 hour', '6 hours', '12 hours' and '24 hours'.

To remove users from the blocked list
•

To remove users one at a time, click the
in the 'Confirmation' dialog.

button under the 'Action' column header and confirm the deletion

•

To delete all the blocked users in the list, click the 'Delete all' button at the bottom.
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•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion of all blocked users.

To search for blocked users
•

Click the 'Search' link at the top of the interface

•

In the search field, enter a full or partial name and click the 'Search' button.

The items that contain the entered search text will be displayed.
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•

To display all the items again, click the 'Clear' button.

•

To remove the search field, click the 'Search' link again.

To export blocked users to file
•

Click the 'Export' link at the bottom of the screen

•

Download and save the blocked user list as a text file to your system.

To import blocked users from file
•

Click the 'Import' link at the bottom of the screen
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The 'Import' dialog will be displayed.

•

Click the 'Upload' button, navigate to the the location where the file is saved, select it and click 'Open'.

•

Repeat the process to add more files.

•

To remove a file, click the 'Clear' link beside it.

•

To remove all added files, click the 'Clear All' button at top right.

•

To finalize the import, click the 'Save' button.
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7.3.3

Anomaly Detection

•

Allows you to receive alerts when KoruMail detects a user/email address has sent messages from multiple IP
addresses within a set time interval.

•

You can choose to block these users if the outgoing mail IP addresses exceed the number set in this tab.

•

This value can not be '0', therefore administrators are expected to set a value between 1 and 10,000 to block
users, IP addresses or SMTP Auth requests.

To open the 'Anomaly Detection' screen,
•

Click 'SMTP' > 'SMTP-AUTH' on the left

•

Open the 'Anomaly Detection' tab.

Anomaly Detection Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter

Description

Enable Anomaly Detection Enables anomaly detection with the parameters listed directly below this setting.
Enable monitoring mode

If enabled, the SMTP-AUTH controller monitors authorization requests from the specified
IP addresses.

Interval (min)

The auditing time period for anomaly detection. To use the default settings as an
example, a user will be blocked if detected IP addresses exceed 100 in any 30 minute
period. Administrators will receive an alert if more than 30 IPs are detected in 30 minutes.

Number of failed SMTP-

Number of failed SMTP-AUTH requests from a particular IP before it is rejected.
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AUTH requests from a
same IP to block that IP
Number of users from the The minimum number of users with same IP address that can make failed SMTP-AUTH
same IP that makes failed requests. Any request beyond the threshold set will not be processed
SMTP-AUTH requests
Number of different IP
addresses that makes
successful SMTP-AUTH
requests with same
username
•

7.4

The minimum number of different IP addresses that can make successful SMTP-AUTH
requests with the same username. Any request beyond the threshold set will not be
processed

Click the 'Save' button to apply your changes.

LDAP/Local DB/My SQL User Database

•

KoruMail can be configured to check the validity of a recipient before filtering so that resources are not wasted
on invalid recipients.

•

If the email servers behind KoruMail are integrated with LDAP, Local DB and/or MY SQL database, then
KoruMail will check the validity of recipients. If they are not valid the mails will be rejected at the SMTP level.

To open the 'LDAP/DB' screen:
•

Click 'SMTP' > 'LDAP/DB' on the left menu

See the following sections for more details:
•

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)

•

Local DB Users

•

MySQL User Database

7.4.1

LDAP Profile

•

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is used to query and modify data using directory services
running over TCP/IP.

•

If the email servers behind KoruMail are integrated with a directory service via an LDAP profile, KoruMail can
check whether the recipient is a valid user in the directory.

•

If the recipient is not a valid user then the email is rejected at the SMTP level. This avoids wasting resources
by filtering mail for for invalid recipients.
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•

The LDAP profiles added here are available for selection in interfaces such as 'Managed Domains > Routes'
and 'SMTP AUTH > SMTP Authentication Settings'.

To open the 'LDAP' screen
•

Click the 'SMTP' tab on the left and click 'LDAP/DB' then 'LDAP'.

LDAP Profile - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
LDAP Profile Name

Description
The name of the LDAP profile added to KoruMail

Action

Allows the administrators to edit the details of a LDAP profile
Allows administrators to copy a LDAP profile so it can be used as the basis for
a new profile.
Allows the administrators to delete a LDAP profile from the list.

From this screen administrators can:
•

Create and add a new LDAP profile

•

Edit a LDAP profile

•

Delete a LDAP profile

To create a new LDAP profile
You can create a new LDAP profile in two ways:
•

By clicking the copy button
beside an LDAP profile. This will open the 'New LDAP Profile' screen with
details pre-populated for the copied profile.

•

By clicking the 'Add LDAP profile' link at the top
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LDAP Profile -Table of Parameters
Parameter

Description

Profile Name

Enter the name of the new LDAP profile

Connection type

Determines how KoruMail should connect to the LDAP server. The options available are:
•
Plain (Not encrypted)
•

TLS (Encrypted with the TLS protocol. Recommended)

•

SSL (Encrypted using the SSL protocol. Use if your systems have compatibility
issues with TLS)

Host Name or IP Address Enter the hostname or IP address of the LDAP/Active Directory. KoruMail will first check
the primary server and will check the secondary server if the primary is not available.
Port

Specify the LDAP server port number. If you use 'Active Directory' then, instead of the
default LDAP port 389, port 3826 must be used as Active Directory Catalog port.

Search Type

Select the type of search from the drop-down. The options available are:
Realtime - Checks the AD server each time for user validity
Cache - Checks the user validity from the system's cache memory and if not available
checks the AD server.

Cache Time (minutes)

If the 'Cache' option is enabled as 'Search Type', this field becomes active. Enter the
time in minutes the details of users are cached after which they are wiped out.

Anonymous Access

If this feature is enabled, the connection to LDAP server will be created anonymously so
that username and password are not required.

Login DN

LDAP username to connect LDAP / Active Directory server.

Password

Enter the LDAP user password.

Enable catch-all for this
profile

When this feature is enabled, if the recipient's address is value1-value2value3@domain.com then KoruMail first checks whether this address is registered in
LDAP. If it does not find it, it deletes value1 and checks the remaining value2value3@domain.com address. If it does not find it again then it delete value2 and
checks value3@domain.com

Search Base

Specify the search starting criteria to be used in LDAP tree.

Search Pattern

Determines which LDAP attributes will be searched in search base.
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Test E-Mail Address

Enter the email address to test the LDAP connection.

Email host attribute
name

Enter the mail host attribute name for the LDAP / Active Directory server.

Check Local DB Users
Also

Checks for users in Local Data base users list as well.

•

Click the 'Verify' button to check the entered parameters and connectivity are correct. If verification fails, the
error message will be displayed.

•

Click the 'Save' button to apply your changes.

To edit a LDAP profile
•

Click the

button beside a LDAP profile that you want to edit.

•

Edit the required parameters. This is similar to the method explained in the 'Add' section.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

To delete a LDAP profile
•

Click the delete button

beside a LDAP profile that you want to remove.
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•

7.4.2

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion.

Local DB Users

KoruMail allows you to add users to its local database for managed domains. This saves resources by making sure
emails to invalid recipients are rejected before filtering begins. Users added here are available for selection in
interfaces such as 'Managed Domains > Routes'.
•

Click 'SMTP' > 'LDAP/DB' on the left

•

Open the 'Local DB Users' tab

Local DB Users - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Email
Actions

Description
The address of the user added to KoruMail.
Add a user. Enter the user's email address in the field provided then click this
button.
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Delete a user from the list. Use the check-boxes on the left to select users.

The number of users to be displayed on the screen can be set from the 'Records per page' drop-down field.

Click the 'First, Previous, Next and Last' buttons to view all the items in the list.
The interface allows administrators to:
•

Add a user

•

Add multiple users

•

Search for users

•

Delete users

•

Export user list

To add a user
•

Enter the user's email address in the field under 'E-mail' column
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•

Click the

button under the 'Action' column.

Note: You can add users for managed domains only.
The user will be added and displayed in the list. You can also add multiple users at a time. See the next section 'To add
multiple users' for more details.

To add multiple users
•

Click the 'Bulk Add' link in the 'Local DB Users' screen

The 'Bulk Add' screen will be displayed.
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•
•

Enter the users' email addresses each per line. The maximum allowed at a time is 500 users.
Click the 'Add' button.

Note: You can add users for managed domains only.
The users will be added and displayed in the list.

To search for users
•

In the search field, enter a full or partial name.

•

Click the 'Search' button.

The items that contain the entered search text will be displayed.
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•

To display all the items again, click the 'Clear' button.

To delete users
•

To remove users one at a time, click the
in the 'Confirmation' dialog.

button under the 'Action' column header and confirm the deletion

•

To delete multiple users in the list in one go, select the check boxes beside them.
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•

Select 'Delete' from the 'Actions' drop-down and click the 'Do!' button.

The selected users will be deleted from the list.

To export the user list to a file
•

To export users one at a time, click the 'Export' link on the top left
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•

7.4.3

Download and save the list as a text file to your system.

My SQL User Database

•

KoruMail is capable of verifying the validity of users by referring to a 'MySQL User Database' located on a
remote server.

•

If the recipient is not a valid user then email is rejected in SMTP level. Since the sophisticated filtering process
is not used for invalid recipients, KoruMail's resources are not wasted.

•

The 'MySQL User Database profiles' added here are available for selection in interfaces such as 'Managed
Domains > Routes'.

•

To open the 'MySQL User Database' screen, click the 'SMTP' tab on the left menu and click 'LDAP/DB' then
'MySQL User Database'.
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MySQL User Database Profile - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Profile Name

Description
The name of the MySQL User Database profile added to KoruMail.

Host Name or IP Address Displays the address of the system where the 'MySQL User Database' is located.
Port

Displays the port number to which KoruMail connects to.

Database

The name of the 'MySQL User Database'.

SQL Clause

The 'SQL clause' used to fetch the users' details.

Action

Allows the administrators to edit the details of a 'MySQL' profile
Allows the administrators to delete a 'MySQL' profile from the list.

From this screen administrators can:
•

Add a new MySQL profile

•

Edit a MySQL profile

•

Delete a MySQL profile

To add a new MySQL profile
•

Click 'Add MySQL User Database' link at the top of the screen.

The 'New MySQL User Database' screen will be displayed.
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MySQL User Database Profile -Table of Parameters
Parameter
Profile Name

Description
Enter the name of the MySQL profile

Host Name or IP Address Enter the hostname or IP address of the system where MySQL database is located.
Port

Enter the port number to which KoruMail should connect to.

Search Type

Select the type of search from the drop-down. The options available are:
Realtime - Checks the MySQL server each time for user validity.
Cache - Checks the user validity from the system's cache memory and if not available
checks the MYSQL server.

Cache Time (minutes)

If the 'Cache' option is enabled as 'Search Type', this field becomes active. Enter the
time in minutes the details of users are cached after which they are wiped out.

Database

Enter the MySQL database name.

Username

The username to access the MySQL server.

Password

Enter the password to access the MySQL server.

SQL Clause

The SQL clause to fetch the users' details.

Check Local DB Users
Also

Checks for users in Local Data base users list as well.

E-Mail address for
testing

Enter the email address to test the MySQL database connection.

•

Click the 'Verify' button to check the entered parameters and connectivity are correct. If verification fails, the
error message will be displayed.

•

Click the 'Save' button to apply your changes.
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To edit a MySQL profile
•

Click the

button beside a 'MySQL' profile that you want to edit.

•

Edit the required parameters. This is similar to the method explained in the 'Add' section.

•

Click the 'Save' button to apply your changes.

To delete a MySQL profile
•

Click the delete button

•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion.

7.5

beside a 'MySQL' profile that you want to remove.

Greylist

•

Greylisting is a form of spam control whereby Korumail will temporarily reject any email from senders it does
not recognize.

•

Upon receiving this 'try again later' message, legitimate mail servers will indeed try to resend the mail after a
delay.

•

Korumail will accept the resent mail providing it does not fall foul of its other filters.

•

Spam servers are unlikely to perform this simple resend due to the prohibitive cost of re-sending millions of
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mails. Thus, greylisting can be an effective way to block junk-mail at source.
To open the 'Greylist' screen
•

Click 'SMTP' > 'Greylist' in the left menu

See 'Greylist Ignored IP Addresses/Domains' for how to add domains, networks and IP addresses to Greylist
ignored list.

7.5.1

Greylist Ignored IP Addresses/Domains

•

Korumail allows you to add IP addresses and domains as exceptions to its greylisting policy.

•

Mail from these addresses will be accepted immediately, without requiring the source mail server to resend.
See the previous section if you'd like an explanation of greylisting.

To open the 'Greylist' screen
•

Click SMTP' > 'Greylist' in the left-menu

Greylist Ignored Record List - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Greylist Type

The type of Greylist whether domain name or IP address added.

Greylist Value

The domain name or the IP/Network address added.

Action

To add a email source to Greylist ignore record, click this button after selecting
and entering the details in the fields under 'Greylist Type' and 'Greylist Value'
columns respectively.
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Allows the administrators to delete a record from the list.

The interface allows administrators to:
•

Add an IP address/domain name to Greylist ignore list

•

Delete an IP address/domain name from Greylist ignore list

•

Export Greylist ignore list to a file

To add a domain name or IP address to Greylist ignore list
•

Select the Greylist type that you want to add to the ignored list from the drop-down

•

Enter the value, domain name or IP address, in the field under 'Greylist Value'

•

Click the

button under the 'Action' column.

The domain name/IP address will be added and displayed in the list.

To delete a domain name or IP address from Greylist ignore list
•

To delete a domain name/IP address from the Greylist ignore list , click the
column header.
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•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion.

To export Greylist ignore list to a file
•

Click the 'Export' link at the bottom of the screen

•

Download and save the list as a text file to your system.

7.6

Manage RBL Servers

•

A realtime blackhole list (RBL) is a list of IP addresses that serve spam, act as spam relays, or have sent
mails containing viruses.

•

Korumail can block SMTP connections from addresses that are present in an RBL.

•

You can add as many RBL servers as you wish. You can also enable or disable individual lists as required.

•

Click 'SMTP' > 'RBL' in the left-hand menu to configure RBLs.
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RBL Servers - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Server Host Address

The address of the RBL server.

Description

The description provided at the time of adding the RBL server.

Type

The type of block list selected.

Enabled

Indicates whether the RBL server is enabled or not for the 'Profiles'.

Action

Allows the administrators to delete a RBL server from the list.

The interface allow admins to:
•

Add a RBL server

•

Enable/disable a RBL server

•

Delete a RBL server

•

Export RBL server list to a file

To add a RBL server
•

Click the 'Add RBL Server' link at the top
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The 'Add RBL server' screen will be displayed:

•

Server Host Address: Enter the address of the RBL server

•

Description: Enter an appropriate description for the server

•

Type: Select the type of block list from the options.
RBL - Realtime Black Hole Lists
•
SBL - Spamhaus Block List
•
XBL - Spamhaus Exploits List
•
SMTP - Email server List
Enable this RBL for all profiles: If selected, the server will be enabled for all the profiles in KoruMail. See
'Profile Management' for more details about profiles.
•

•
•

Click 'Save' to add the new RBL server.

To enable/disable a RBL server
•

Click the 'Yes/No' link under the 'Enabled' column

•

Click 'Yes' to enable the server for all the profiles.

•

Click 'No' to enable the server for the current profile.
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The RBL servers can be enabled/disabled independently also for the profiles available in KoruMail. See 'Profile
Management' for more details.

To delete a RBL server
•

To delete a RBL server from the list , click the

•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion.

button.

To export RBL server list to a file
•

Click the 'Export' link at the bottom of the screen

•

Download and save the list as a text file to your system.

7.7

Disclaimer

KoruMail allows administrators to insert disclaimers in outgoings mails for the managed domains. The screen has two
sections. 'Text Footer' and 'HTML Footer'. The 'Text Footer' is used to enter the disclaimer content for the selected
domain and the 'HTML Footer' can be used to enter corporate messages.
•

To open the 'Disclaimer' screen, click the 'SMTP' tab on the left menu, then click 'Disclaimer'.
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•

Managed Domain Name: Select the managed domain from the drop-down for which you want to add a
disclaimer.

•

Enabled: If selected, the messages will be inserted in the outgoing mails of the domain.

•

Text Footer: Enter the disclaimer content in this field.

•

HTML Footer: Enter content such as corporate message and so on in this field.

•

Click 'Save'

To edit the disclaimer, open the screen, select the domain from the drop-down, edit the messages and click the 'Save'
button to apply your changes.

7.8

SMPT Relay

The 'Relay' interface allows you to configure so users not available in managed domains can send mails. You can also
configure to manage mails to Office 365.
•

SMPT Relay

•

Office 365 Check

SMPT Relay
KoruMail allows you to define IPs from which mails can be sent by users who are not available on the mail server.
•

Click 'SMTP' > 'Relay' then 'IP Based' tab
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The screen allows you to add a single IP address, a range of IP addresses or a IP address class range.
•

To add an IP address, range or class, enter the details in the field under 'IP Range' and click the

button.

The IP address will be added and displayed.
•

To remove an address, click the

•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion.

button.

Manage Office 365
You can configure Korumail to route inbound emails sent to your domain to Office 365. You can create rules for inbound
and outbound emails.
To configure Office 365 support:
•

Click 'SMTP' > 'Relay' then 'Office 365 Check' tab
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•

Activate 'Enable Office 365 Support' to integrate your office 365 email rules.

•

Select the domains you want to integrate with your Office 365 server then click 'Copy'.

•

Click 'Save'.

•

See 'Korumail Office 365 Integration Guide' for a complete overview of Office 365 integration.

7.9

DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM)

•

DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) is another method of authenticating an outgoing mail that allows senders
to associate a domain with an outgoing mail.

•

It is an electronic signature that is inserted into the header of an outgoing mails identifying the source from
where the message is sent. KoruMail allows administrators to create a new domain key for managed domains
in order to authenticate mails that are sent from the domain.

•

After the domain key is generated, it has to be entered in the DNS record. Please to your domain or web
hosting documentation to add DKIM records for your domain.

To open the 'DKIM' screen,
•

Click the 'SMTP' tab on the left menu, then click 'DKIM'.
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•

Select the domain from the drop-down for which you authenticate with DKIM

If you have the domain key that needs to be associated with your mails, then follow the steps below:
•

Leave the 'DKIM' check box, unchecked.

•

Click the 'Import' link

•

Click the 'Upload' link, navigate to the location where the private key for the selected domain is saved and
click 'Open'
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•

To remove the selected file from the field, click 'Clear'

•

To upload the private key, click 'Save'.

•

Repeat the above steps to upload the public key.

•

To download and save the private and public keys, click the respective download links.

If you do not have the domain key, then follow these steps:
•

Enable 'Create New Domainkey'

•

Click 'Create' to generate a new domain key for the selected domain.

The domain key will be generated and the same must be entered in the DNS register for authenticating the domain.
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You can view and copy the details of domain key anytime by clicking the 'View DNS register text' link at the bottom. For
more details about how to update the DNS record, refer to your domain or web hosting documentation.

7.10

Outgoing SMTP Limits

•

KoruMail lets you limit how many outgoing mails can be sent by a user, or sent from a specific domain.

•

You can configure the system to allow a certain number of outgoing mails per hour and per day.

•

The interface lets you add domains or usernames individually or in bulk.

To open the 'Outgoing Limits' screen,
•

Click the 'SMTP' tab on the left menu, then click 'Outgoing Limits'.

The interface allows administrators to:
•

Set outgoing limits for domains and users

•

Configure outgoing limits settings

•

View outgoing mail usage details for domains and users

Configure outgoing limits for domains and users
To configure outgoing limits for domains and users:
•

Click the 'General' tab
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Outgoing Limits: General - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Limitation Type

Whether the limitation is for a domain or for a user

Limitation Object

The details of the domain or the user

Description

Enter a description of the limit if required.

Limit per-hour

The number of outgoing mails allowed per hour

Limit per-day

The number of outgoing mails allowed per day

Action

Delete a limitation.
Edit a limitation.

•

To set a limitation for a domain or user individually, click the 'Add new limit' link at the top

The 'Add outgoing SMTP limit' screen will be displayed.
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Limitation type: Select whether you want to configure the limit for a domain or user from the drop-down
•
Limitation object: Enter the name of the domain or username depending on your 'Limitation type'
selection
•
Description: Enter an appropriate description for the limitation
•
Limit per-hour: Enter the number of outgoing mails allowed per hour for a domain or user
•
Limit per-day: Enter the number of outgoing mails allowed per day for a domain or user
Click 'Save'. The newly added limitation will be displayed in the list.
•

•

To set a limitation for multiple domains at a time, click the 'Add bulk domain limit' link at the top

The 'Add Bulk outgoing SMTP limit' screen will be displayed.
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Enter the limitation for each domain per line as per the format shown in the screen..
Click 'Save'.
•

•

The limitations for the added domains will be displayed in the 'General' screen.
•

To set a limitation for multiple user at a time, click the 'Add bulk user limit' link at the top

The 'Add Bulk outgoing SMTP limit' screen will be displayed.
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Enter the limitation for each user per line as per the format shown in the screen.
Click 'Save' to apply your changes.
•

•

The limitations for the added users will be displayed in the 'General' screen.

•

To delete a limitation from the list, click the
screen.

•

To edit a limitation, click the

button in the 'Action' column and confirm it in the confirmation

button in the 'Action' column.

The 'Edit outgoing SMTP limit' screen will be displayed.
The screen is similar to the 'Add outgoing SMTP limit' interface. See 'Configure outgoing limits for domains and
users' for more details.

Configure outgoing limits settings
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The 'Settings' tab allows administrators to customize the limitations added in the 'General' tab.
•

To configure outgoing limit settings, click the 'Settings' tab

Outgoing Limits: Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter

Description

SMTP AUTH is enabled by If enabled, SMTP AUTH is required for outgoing mails sent by users who are configured
user name limit for
in the 'General' tab to send limited mails.
outgoing email
Enable the Limit for From
Addresses

If enabled, the limit configured in the 'General' tab will apply. Otherwise, the default
hourly and daily values below will apply.

Default hourly limit

The maximum number of outgoing mails that can be sent by users per hour

Default daily limit

The maximum number of outgoing mails that can be sent by users per day

Envelope sender must
match SMTP-AUTH
username

If enabled, the address of the sender must match the SMTP-AUTH username

Default domain

The default domain of the outgoing emails.
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SMTP-AUTH username
format

Method of authenticating the user. Choose from username or domain methods.

Enable System Admin email notification for
exceeded limits

Will send a notification if the number of mails sent by users who are configured in the
'General' tab exceeds the limit.

Mail subject

Subject of the notification mail mentioned above.

Mail From

The email address from which the notification mail is sent

Mail Template

The template of the notification mail.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

View outgoing mail usage details or domains and users
The 'Usage' tab allows administrators to view outgoing mails from users and domains covered by outgoing limits.

Outgoing Limits: Usage - Table of Parameters
Parameter
User

Domain

Description

Name

Displays the email address of the sender

Time

The time at which the mail was sent.

Total (Hourly)

The total number of mails sent in an hour.

Total (Daily)

The total number of mails sent in a day.

Name

Displays the email address of the sender on the limited domain

Time

The time at which the mail was sent.

Total (Hourly)

The total number of mails sent in an hour.

Total (Daily)

The total number of mails sent in a day.
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To search for a particular recipient, enter the first few letters of the recipient's name in either the 'User' or 'Domain'
search field:

•

7.11

Clicking the
in the column.

button in a column header will sort the table in ascending or descending order of the items

Incoming SMTP Limits

•

KoruMail allows you to set limits for incoming mails for users and domain names.

•

You can configure the system to only allow a certain number of incoming mails per hour and per day.

•

The interface lets you add domains or usernames individually or in bulk.

To open the 'Incoming Limits' screen
•

Click the 'SMTP' tab on the left menu, then click 'Incoming Limits'.

The interface allows administrators to:
•

Configure Incoming limits for domains and users

•

Configure Incoming limits settings

•

View Incoming mail usage details for domains and users

Configure Incoming limits for domains and users
To configure incoming limits for domains and users:
•

Click SMTP > Incoming Limits and then click the 'General' tab
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Incoming Limits: General - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Limitation Type

Indicates whether the limitation is for a domain or user

Limitation Object

The details of the domain or the user

Description

The description for the limitation

Limit per-hour

Indicates the number of incoming mails allowed per hour

Limit per-day

Indicates the number of incoming mails allowed per day

Action

Allows administrators to delete a limitation set for a domain or user
Allows administrators to edit a limitation set for a domain or user

•

To set a limitation for a domain or user individually, click the 'Add new limit' link at the top
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The 'Add Incoming Limit' screen will be displayed.

Limitation type: Select whether you want to configure the limit for a domain or user from the drop-down
•
Limitation object: Enter the name of the domain or username depending on your 'Limitation type'
selection
•
Description: Enter an appropriate description for the limitation
•
Limit per-hour: Enter the number of outgoing mails allowed per hour for a domain or user
•
Limit per-day: Enter the number of outgoing mails allowed per day for a domain or user
Click 'Save'. The newly added limitation will be displayed in the list.
•

The limitations for the added users will be displayed in the 'General' screen.
•

To delete a limitation from the list, click the
confirmation screen.

•

To edit a limitation, click the

button under the 'Action' column and confirm it in the

button under the 'Action' column.

The 'Edit Incoming Limit' screen will be displayed.

The screen is similar to the 'Add Incoming Limit' interface. See 'Configure incoming limits for domains and users'
for more details.

Configure Incoming limits settings
The 'Settings' tab in the 'Incoming Limits' screen allows administrators to configure the settings such that the Korumail
server sends an automated email when the incoming limits exceed the set limitations added in the 'General' tab.
Please note that the email content will be available in the Korumail console by default.
•

To configure incoming limit settings, click the 'Settings' tab
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Incoming Limits: Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter

Description

Enable System Admin email notification for
exceeded limits

Will send a notification if the number of mails sent by users who are configured in the
'General' tab exceeds the limit.

Mail subject

Subject of the notification mail mentioned above.

Mail From

The email address from which the notification mail is sent

Mail Template

The template of the notification mail.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

View incoming mail usage details for domains and users
The 'Usage' tab in the 'Incoming Limits' screen allows administrators to view the emails details of the 'Users' and
'Domains'. The parameters that can be viewed via the usage screen for 'Users' and 'Domains' are 'Name'(Name of the
recipient), 'Time'(The time and date of the incoming email) and Hourly and daily based count of incoming emails.

Incoming Limits: Usage - Table of Parameters
Parameter
User

Description

Name

Displays the email address of the recipient.

Time

Time at which the mail is received.

Total(Hourly)

Total number of emails received in an hour.
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Domain

Total(Daily)

Total number of emails received in a day.

Name

Displays the email address of the recipient on the limited domain.

Time

Time at which the mail is received.

Total(Hourly)

Total number of emails received in an hour.

Total(Daily)

Total number of emails received in a day.

To 'Search' for a particular incoming recipient,
•

Enter the first few alphabets of the recipient's name, in the usage details of 'User' and 'Domain'.

The intended recipient name will be displayed.
•

8

Clicking the

button, administrators can view the bottom-most or top-most recipients.

Modules

•

The 'Modules' area lets you configure the core security components of KoruMail's email defense system.

•

The 'Anti-spam' module lets you configure anti-spam settings, containment, auto-whitelists, authorized
trainers, content filters and more.

•

See the links under the screenshot for more information on each module
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•

Anti-spam

•

Anti-virus

•

KRN® - KoruMail Reputation Network® Servers

•

Anti-spoofing

•

SMTP IPS/FW

•

Auto Whitelist

•

Containment System

•

Data Loss Prevention (DLP)

•

Attachment Verdict System

8.1

Anti-spam

•

The anti-spam module lets you configure general and advanced settings, define authorized persons who can
submit mail for spam training, upload material for Bayesian spam and HAM training, and add content filters.

•

KoruMail uses our huge anti-spam database to accurately assign a spam-probability score to each message.
Depending on this score, the email is categorized as 'OK’ (default = 40 points or below), ‘Probable Spam’
(default = 40-50 points), ‘Spam’ (default = 50-100 points) or ‘Certainly Spam’ (default = 100 points and above).

•

The anti-spam module must be enabled in order to activate the parameters in the profile settings. See 'Profile
Management' for more details about profile settings.

•

Click 'Modules' > 'Anti-spam' to open the interface.
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See the following sections for more details:
•

Anti-spam General Settings

•

Authorized Trainers

•

Advanced Anti-spam Settings

•

Bayesian Training

•

Content Filter

•

Signature Whitelist

•

Attachment filter

8.1.1

Anti-spam General Settings

•

The general settings screen lets you enable/disable the spam and image filters, and activate Ham mail
training.

•

The anti-spam module must be enabled in order to activate the anti-spam parameters specified in profile
settings. See 'Profile Management' for more details about profile settings.

To open the 'Anti-spam' general settings screen
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•

Click the 'Anti-spam' tab in the Anti-spam interface.
Anti-spam General Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter

Enable Anti-spam

Enable Image Spam Filter

Enable Ham Mail Auto
Training

Description
•

Select this option to activate the anti-spam filtering engine.

•

The anti-spam parameters specified in the profile settings will be activated only
if this setting is enabled here.

•

See 'Profile Management' for more details about profile settings.

•

Image based spam mails in which textual spam messages are embedded into
images are designed to by pass text based spam analysis engine.

•

KoruMail is capable of filtering image based emails also.

•

Select this check box to activate the image spam filter.

•

Ham is opposite of Spam, meaning mails that are categorized as safe are also
known as Ham mails.

•

KoruMail's spam filtering engine can be trained to identify safe emails to reduce
spam identification processing time.

•

Select this check box to activate the clean email training feature.

Training Destination Addresses
SPAM Training Address

Displays the domain address to which spam emails can be sent for training purposes.
Enter the username part of the address to whom the spam mails can be sent.

CLEAN Training Address

Displays the domain address to which safe emails can be sent for training purposes.
Enter the username part of the address to whom the safe mails can be sent.
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•

Click the 'Save' and 'Update' buttons to apply your changes.

8.1.2

Authorized Trainers

•

Allows you to define the sources from which spam training emails can be sent.

•

Submitting sample junk mail to KoruMail allows the system to learn, adapt and protect against new spam
types.

•

Training content will only be accepted from the sources you specify here.

To open the 'Authorized Trainers' screen,
•

Click the 'Authorized Trainers' tab in the Anti-spam interface.

Authorized Trainers - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Type

Indicates the type of source of authorized trainers. The options available are Email, IPv4
and IPv6.

Value

The details of the source ID

Description

The description for the authorized trainer

Add

Add a source ID after filling the fields in the row
Delete an authorized trainer from the list

•

Send Information Message: If enabled, will send a notification to the new trainer to inform them they have
been added as a trainer.(Default - Disabled)

To add an authorized trainer
•

Select the type of source from the options - Email, IPv4 or IPv6.
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•

Enter the source ID in the 'Value' field. This depends on the 'Type' selected.

•

Provide an appropriate description for the authorized trainer in the 'Description' field.

•

Click the

button.

The authorized trainer will be added and listed in the table.

To remove an authorized trainer
•

Click the

•

Click 'OK' to confirm the removal of an authorized trainer.

8.1.3

button beside an entry that you want to remove.

Advanced Anti-spam Settings

The 'Advanced Settings' screen lets you configure language settings. Languages you select here will be analyzed for
spam using the Bayesian spam classifier.
•

Click 'Anti-spam' > 'Advanced Settings' to open this interface.

•

Selected Languages: The languages which will be analyzed by the Bayesian spam engine. A set of
languages is provided by default. Use the 'Copy' and 'Remove' buttons to enable or disable languages.

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.
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8.1.4

Bayesian Training

The Bayesian engine analyzes emails for patterns which may indicate that the mail is spam. You can upload sample
spam and HAM (legitimate) emails in order to 'train' the engine to provide more accurate verdicts.
To open the 'Bayesian Training' screen,
•

Click the 'Bayesian Training' tab in the 'Anti-spam' interface.

•

SPAM Training: Allows to upload spam content to train the Bayesian spam engine

•

HAM Training: Allows to upload safe content to train the Bayesian spam engine

To upload content
•

Click the 'Browse' button

•

Click the 'Upload' button, navigate to the location where the content is saved and click 'Open'. (Note:
Only .eml, .gz and .zip file formats are supported)
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•

Repeat the process to add more files

•

To remove a file from the list, click the 'Clear' link beside it

•

To remove all the files from the list, click the 'Clear All' button at the top

•

To upload the files, click the 'Save' button

8.1.5

Content Filter

KoruMail's content filter can detect words or patterns of words in the body of emails then mark those messages as
spam.
To open the 'Content Filter' screen,
•

Click 'Anti-spam' > 'Content Filter':

Content Filter - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Active

Whether the content filter is enabled or disabled

Filter Pattern

Displays the details of the filter pattern.

Description

The description for the added 'Content Filter'
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Action

Allows administrators to delete a filter
Allows administrators to edit a filter

The interface allows administrators to:
•

Add a new content filter

•

Edit a content filter

•

Delete a content filter

To add a new content filter
•

Click the 'Add Content Filter' link at the top.

The 'New Content Filter' screen will be displayed.

•

Active: Select the check box to activate the content filter

•

Filter Pattern: Enter the words or combination of words that should be checked and mark the email as spam.

•

Description: Enter an appropriate name for the content filter

Click the 'Save' button. The newly added filter will be listed in the screen.

To edit a content filter
•

Click the

button beside a filter that you want to edit.

The 'Edit Content Filter' screen will be displayed.
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•

Edit the content filter as required and click the 'Save' button

To delete a content filter
•

Click the

•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion of the filter

8.1.6

button beside a filter that you want to remove

Signature Whitelist

This is a list of digital signatures that came attached to white-listed emails. Administrators can manually whitelist mails
from the 'Mail logs' interface. You can white-list email addresses or entire domains.
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To whitelist emails in 'Mail Logs'
•

Click 'Mail Logs' from reports menu.

•

Click the 'Advanced search' link.
Select 'Result' from the first drop down.
Select 'EQUALS' from the second drop down and then choose 'CERTAINLY SPAM'.

•
•
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•

Select 'Add email to Whitelist' in sender field and 'Add Whitelist' in IP field in the dialog and then choose
the email that you need to whitelist and click the 'Add White Signature Lists' link.
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The email will automatically populate in the 'Signature Whitelist' tab in Anti-spam' module.

8.1.7

Attachment Filter

This area lets you define how many archive levels should be checked by KoruMail. For example, a zip file may contain
another zip file inside it. A depth of '2' means KoruMail will check inside both files. However, if the 2nd zip contained
another zip inside it, then KoruMail will not scan it.
•

Click 'Modules' > 'Antispam' > 'Attachment Filter' tab.

Maximum depth for archive files for attachment analysis: Max. archive levels that will be analyzed.
Enter the maximum number of nested archives which should be opened and examined for data-leak
infringements. If an archive contains more sub-archives than this threshold then the entire attachment will
be blocked.
Click 'Save' to apply your choice.
•

•
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8.2

Anti-Virus

•

KoruMail is capable of virus scanning all emails that pass through its engine.

•

KuruMail includes built-in Comodo AntiVirus program and you have the option to select Comodo's AV
program.

•

The anti-virus module must be enabled in order to activate the anti-virus parameters specified in profile
settings. See 'Profile Management' for more details about profile settings.

To open the 'Anti-virus' interface
•

Click the 'Modules' tab on the left, then click 'Anti-virus'.

See the following sections for more details:
•

Anti-Virus General Settings

•

Advanced Anti-Virus Settings

8.2.1

Anti-Virus General Settings

•

The antivirus settings screen lets you enable/disable the AV module and select which AV engine you wish to
use.

•

The antivirus module must be enabled to activate the AV parameters in profile settings. See 'Profile
Management' for more details about profile settings.

•

Click 'Antivirus' > 'General Settings' to open this interface.
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Anti-virus General Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter
Enable Anti-virus

Virus Scanner

•

8.2.2

Description
•

Select this to active the anti-virus scanning engine.

•

The anti-virus parameters specified in the profile settings will be activated only if
this setting is enabled here.

•

See 'Profile Management' for more details about profile settings.

Select the AV program from the drop-down that should be used for scanning the emails.
The AV programs available for selection is Comodo AV.

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

Advanced Anti-Virus Settings

•

The 'Advanced Settings' screen allows administrators to set the maximum size of email that should be
scanned, the number of mail threads, the maximum number of files and more.

•

Please note that if the maximum size is surpassed then the antivirus filter for the particular email will not be
applied.

To open the 'Advanced Settings' screen
•

Click the 'Advanced Settings' tab in the 'Anti-virus' interface.
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Anti-virus Advanced Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter

Description

Max Mail Size

The maximum size of email that should be scanned.

Max Threads Number

The maximum number of email threads in a email that should be scanned.

Time Out

The AV scanning time in seconds for an email.

Max Directory Recursion

Maximum number of sub-directories or nested archives that will be scanned. If an archive
contains more than this threshold then the attachment will be blocked.

Max Files

Maximum number of files that can be scanned within an archive or email.

Max Scan Size

Maximum amount of data (specified value set) scanned for each input file. Archived files
are scanned till the Antivirus scanner reaches the set value.

Scan OLE2 File

If enabled, AV scan is run for OLE2 file formats.

Scan PDF File

If enabled, AV scan is run for PDF file formats.

Enable Phishing Signature If enabled, AV scanner checks for phishing emails
checks
Enable Phishing URL
checks

If enabled, AV scanner checks for emails that originated from phishing URLs

Scan Archive Files

If enabled, archived mails will also be scanned. The type of mails that should be archived
and its related settings are configured in profile settings. See 'Profile Management' for
more details about profile settings.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

•

To restore the default 'Anti-viurs Advanced Settings' value, click the 'Default' button.
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8.3

KoruMail Reputation Network (KRN)

•

KoruMail Reputation Network is an IP reputation scoring system developed by Comodo.

•

It not only includes traditional features such as real-time IP blacklists (RBL) but also has ‘whitelist’ and
‘greylisting ignore’ features.

•

The whitelisting feature means emails that come from trusted sources will be permitted, which helps to reduce
false-positive rates.

To open the 'KRN®' interface
•

Click the 'Modules' tab on the left, then click 'KRN®'

The interfce allows administrators to:
•

Enable / disable a KRN server

•

Configure KRN settings

To enable / disable a KRN server
A newly added KRN server will be in enabled status by default.
•

To switch a KRN server between enabled and disabled statuses, click the 'Yes' or 'No' link under the 'Enabled'
column.
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KRN Settings
•

The KRN settings interface allows administrators to enable / disable KRN Blacklist and Whitelist scan.

•

The KRN Blacklist and Whitelist scan in the KRN module must be enabled in order to activate the KRN scan
parameters specified in profile settings.

•

See 'Profile Management' for more details about profile settings.

The 'Settings' tab in KRN module allows administrators to:
•

Enable / disable KRN blacklist scan

•

Enable / disable KRN whitelist scan

To enable / disable KRN blacklist scan
•

Click the 'Settings' tab in the KRN®' interface

•

Select / deselect the 'Enable KoruMail Reputation Network® Blacklist Scan' check box to activate or
deactivate the KRN blacklist scan

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

To enable / disable KRM whitelist scan
•

Click the 'Settings' tab in the KRN®' interface

•

Select / deselect the 'Enable KoruMail Reputation Network® Whitelist Scan' check box to activate or
deactivate the KRN whitelist scan

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.
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8.4

Anti-Spoofing

•

Email spoofing is a technique used to forge email headers so that the message appears to originate from a
source other than the true sender.

•

Email spoofing is possible because SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) being the main protocol used in
sending emails, does not include an authentication mechanism.

•

The 'Anti-Spoofing' feature in KoruMail prevents spammers from sending messages with falsified 'From'
addresses from your protected domains.
It uses SPF records, which is a type of DNS record that identifies which servers are permitted to send
emails on behalf of the protected domains.
KoruMail allows you to add a range of IP addresses for a protected domain, which an MTA (Mail Transfer
Agent) can look up to confirm whether an email is being sent from an authorized server.
•

•

To open the 'Anti-spoofing' interface
•

Click the 'Modules' tab on the left, then click 'Anti-spoofing'.

•

Select the 'Enable Anti-Spoofing' check box to add IP addresses for your domains.
Anti-Spoofing - Table of Column Descriptions

Column Header

Description

Domain Name

Displays the name of the protected domain

IP Address

Displays IP range added for the domain

Action

Allows administrators to delete a domain name
Allows administrators to edit the 'IP address' for a domain
Export

Allows to export the IP address for a domain

The interface allows administrators to:
•

Add IP range for a domain

•

Edit IP range for a domain

•

Delete a domain name from the list

•

Export the list of IP addresses
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To add an IP range for a domain
•

Select the 'Enable Anti-Spoofing' check box

•

Select the domain for which you want to add the IP range

•

Click the

button

The 'Anti-spoofing Edit' screen will be displayed.
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•

To add the IP range manually, enter the address each per line in the field and click the 'Save' button.

•

To import from a saved file, click the 'Import' link

•

Click the 'Upload' button, navigate to the location where the file is saved and click 'Open'
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•

Repeat the process to add more files to the list.

•

To remove a file from the list, click 'Clear' beside it.

•

To remove all the files, click 'Clear All' at the top.

•

Click 'Save'.

•

Click 'Delete all' to remove all the addresses and click 'OK' in the confirmation screen.

•

Click 'Save' to add the IP addresses for the domain.

To edit IP range for a domain
•

Click the

button under the 'Action' column beside a domain name that you want to edit the IP addresses.

The 'Anti-spoofing Edit' screen will be displayed.
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•

Edit the address as required and click the 'Save' button.

To delete a domain from the list
•

To delete a domain name from the list, click the
confirmation screen.

button under the 'Action' column and confirm it in the

To export the list of IP addresses for a domain
•

Click the 'Export' link under the 'Action' column

•

Download and save the SPF IP list as a text file to your system.

8.5

SMTP IPS/FW

•

KourMail's SMTP Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) and Firewall (FW) module provide protection against
Denial of Service (DoS) and SYN attacks.

•

SYN attacks are dealt with using SYN Cookies and SYN Cache features.

•

DoS attacks are blocked by deploying various usage limitations.
For example, KoruMail can limit the number of connections it accepts in a certain time-period. The
IPS/FW module will block IPs that want make more connections more than the limit. You can specify the
limit in a security profile.
The module also lets you create whitelist and block rules to better control spam. The rate control feature, a
subset of the DoS protection system, allows you to control how many connections are allowed within the
specified time from the same IP address.
•

•

To open the 'SMTP IPS/FW' interface
•

Click the 'Modules' tab on the left, then click 'SMTP IPS/FW'.
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See the following sections for more details.
•

SMTP IPS General Settings

•

Whitelist IP Addresses

•

Blocked IP Addresses

•

Rate Control

8.5.1

SMTP IPS General Settings

•

Enable/disable the intrusion prevention system (IPS) and configure a security profile for KoruMail.

•

The IPS allows KoruMail to control the number of SMTP connections from any single IP address.

•

This helps to detect and block spam/denial-of-service attacks and aids traffic management.

To open the 'IPS General Settings' interface
•

Click the 'General' tab in the 'SMTP IPS/FW' screen.
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•

SMTP IPS/FW (Intrusion Prevention) Module: Activate the module. The relevant settings specified in the
security profile will now be applied.

The module has a set of predefined security profiles with different . You can edit a profile if required.
IPS General Settings - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Status

Description
Indicates whether the security profile is active.

Security Profile

Activate

•

The profile determines how strict KoruMail should be regarding simultaneous
connections from the same IP address.

•

Click the 'Edit' button to see the specific details of each profile. You are free to
edit a profile as you wish.

Enable the profile. Please note that only one security profile can be active at a time.

Edit

Modify the settings of the profile.

The interface allows administrators to:
•

Activate a security profile

•

Edit the parameters of a security profile

To activate a security profile
•

Click the
button under the 'Activate' column in a security profile row that you want to enable. Please note
that only one security profile can be active at a time.

The 'Settings saved successfully' message will be displayed at the top.

To edit the parameters of a security profile
•

Click the

button under the 'Edit' column in a security profile row that you want to edit.
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The 'Edit IPS profile' screen will be displayed.
IPS Profile - Table of Parameters
Parameter
Security profile
Number of connections
threshold to return SMTP
451 message

Description
The name of the predefined profile.
•

Max. connections before KoruMail will refuse further connections and send
451 errors messages to the sender. Change line to: If you wish to unblock
this sender, please use the form at https://tools.korumail.com/contact to
request Comodo whitelist or unblock the IP.

Number of connections
threshold to block remote
IP

Max. connections before KoruMail firewall blocks the source IP address.

Limit simultaneous
connections

Enable controls on the number of simultaneous connections. See settings below.

Maximum number of
simultaneous sessions
from a single IP address

Maximum number of sessions that can be opened by a single IP address after limiting
instant SMTP connections.

Limit the rate of new
SMTP connections

If enabled, the parameters 'New SMTP connection interval' and 'New SMTP
connection rate' can be specified to set limitations on new SMTP connections.

New SMTP connection
interval (seconds)

The time between a new connection and the previous connection.

New SMTP connection
rate

Maximum number of new SMTP connections in specified interval.

•

Click 'Save' apply your changes.

•

Click 'Restore Defaults' to restore the parameters to factory setting.
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8.5.2

Whitelist IP Addresses

Whitelisted IP addresses will not be filtered by the SMTP IPS module.
To open the 'Whitelist' interface,
•

Click the 'Whitelist' tab in the SMTP IPS/FW module.

Whitelist Settings - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

IP or Network Address

The details of IP or networked addresses that are whitelisted.

Description

The description provided for the IP/Network address.

Action

Allows administrators to add a Network or IP address after entering the details
in the row.
Allows administrators to delete a whitelisted Network or IP address from the
list.

The interface allows administrators to:
•

Add a network or IP address to whitelist

•

Delete a whitelisted network or IP address from the list

•

Export the whitelisted network or IP address details

•

Import lists of whitelisted network or IP addresses from files

To add a network or IP address to whitelist
•

Enter the IP or Network address details in the first field

•

Enter an appropriate description for the address in the field under 'Description'.

•

Click the

button.

The address will be added and listed as whitelisted.

To delete a whitelisted network or IP address from the list
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•

Click the

button beside an address that you want to delete and click 'OK' in the confirmation screen

•

Click the 'Delete all' button below to remove all the whitelisted addresses from the list and click 'OK' in the
confirmation screen.

To export the whitelisted network or IP address details
•

Click the 'Export' link at the bottom of the screen

•

Download and save the list as a text file to your system.

To import lists of whitelisted network or IP addresses from files
•

Click the 'Import' link at the bottom of the screen

•

Click the 'Upload' button, navigate to the location where the file is saved and click 'Open'

•

Repeat the process to add more files to the list.
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•

To remove a file from the list, click the 'Clear' link beside it.

•

To remove all the files, click the 'Clear All' button at the top.

•

Click the 'Save' button.

8.5.3

Blocked IP Addresses

•

Add IP addresses to the blacklist so that mails from these sources never reach the SMTP level for processing.

•

This page lists blocked by policy rules and IPs blocked by the intrusion prevention module.

•

Admins can unblock IP addresses by simply deleting the row from the table.

To open the 'Blocked' interface
•

Click the 'Blocked' tab in the SMTP IPS/FW module.

The interface allows you to:
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•

Add a network or IP address to be blocked

•

Delete a blocked network or IP address from the list

•

Export the blocked network or IP address details

•

Import lists of network or IP addresses from files to be blocked

•

Delete an automatically blocked network or IP address by SMTP IPS sensor from the list

To add a network or IP address to be blocked
•

Enter the IP or Network address details in the first field

•

Enter an appropriate description for the address in the field under 'Description'.

•

Click the

button.

The address will be added and listed.

To delete a blocked network or IP address from the list
•

Click the

button beside an address that you want to delete and click 'OK' in the confirmation screen

•

Click the 'Delete all' button below to remove all the blocked addresses from the list and click 'OK' in the
confirmation screen.

To export the blocked network or IP address details
•

Click the 'Export' link at the bottom of the screen

•

Download and save the list as a text file to your system.

To import lists of network or IP addresses from files to be blocked
•

Click the 'Import' link at the bottom of the screen
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•

Click the 'Upload' button, navigate to the location where the file is saved and click 'Open'

•

Repeat the process to add more files to the list.

•

To remove a file from the list, click the 'Clear' link beside it.

•

To remove all the files, click the 'Clear All' button at the top.

•

Click 'Save'

To delete an automatically blocked network or IP address by SMTP IPS sensor from the list
If you know the IP addresses blocked by the SMTP IPS sensor is a trusted source, then you can delete it from the list.
•

In the 'Addresses blocked by KoruMail SMTP IPS sensor' table, click the
you want to delete.
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•

Click 'OK' in the confirmation screen

8.5.4

Rate Control

•

The 'Rate Control' feature protects an organization from spammers that send huge amounts of mail to your
mail server.

•

It counts the number of suspicious mails sent by a source in a set period of time. If the value exceeds the
specified threshold then the sender IP is added to the blacklist.

To open the 'Rate Control' interface
•

Click the 'Rate Control' tab in the SMTP IPS/FW module.

Rate Control Settings - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Category

Description
SPAM - Mails that are categorized as spam
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LDAP - Verification of LDAP users. When incoming mails are for users that are not in
LDAP, the originating IP address will be blacklisted. For example, if the number of mails is
set as 50, and the threshold percentage as 50%, then if from a source if the number of
mails for non LDAP users exceeds 25 within the check interval, then the source will be
blacklisted
RELAY - IPs from which mails can be sent by users who are not available on the mail
server.
CERTAINLY SPAM - Mails that are categorized as definite spam.
VIRUS - Mails that are categorized as with virus
Enable

Activate or disable the Rate Control for a mail category

Total Received Mails

The number of mails that need to be received in the specified interval before Korumail will
activate threshold checks.
If Korumail receives this number of mails from a source within the 'check interval' time, it
will check what % of those mails are spam/relay/etc. If this exceeds the figure specified as
the threshold then it will blacklist the sender.

Check interval (in hours)

Enter the time in hours for the specified number of mails to be checked for a category.

Threshold (percentage)

Percentage of mail in the category. For example, if the number of email is set as 60 for a
category, then a 50% threshold means that when the number exceeds 30, then the
originating IP address will be blocked.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

8.6

Auto Whitelist

Korumail allows administrators to automatically whitelist incoming and outgoing mails to and from specific email
addresses. The 'Auto Whitelist' module must be enabled to activate the whitelisting of addresses specified in profile
settings. See 'Profile Management' or more details about profile settings.

Auto Whitelist Settings:
•

Click 'Modules' > 'Auto Whitelist'.

•
•

Enable Autowhitelisting: Activate automatic whitelist checks on incoming and outgoing emails
Auto Whitelist Threshold: How many emails must be exchanged before the remote sender is added to
the whitelist. Note - The threshold should be reached within the number of days specified in the 'Auto
Whitelist Maximum Day Count' field.
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Auto Whitelist Maximum Day Count: To activate auto-whitelisting, Korumail must receive the amount
of mails in the threshold field within the number of days specified here.
Click 'Save' to apply your changes.
•
•

Please note that you can manually whitelist emails from the 'Mail logs' interface.

Auto Whitelist details

The Auto Whitelist tab displays emails which have been whitelisted by currently active profiles.
Auto Whitelist - Table of Column Headers
Column Header

Description

Local Address

The recipient's email address

Remote Address

The sender's email address

Last Messaging Time

The time of the most recent sent or received mail

Local Messaging Count

The number of mails received

Remote Messaging Count The number of messages sent
Action

Deletes auto-whitelisted items

8.7

Containment System

•

Containment protects users from zero-day malware by opening any untrusted attachments in a secure, virtual
environment. This environment is known as the container.

•

Items in the container are not allowed to access other processes or user data and will write to a virtual harddrive and registry. This isolation means the attachment cannot damage the host machine nor steal confidential
information.

•

Process in brief:

KoruMail checks the trust rating of all attachments. PDF and .exe attachments with a trust rating of
'Unknown' are removed and replaced with a link.
•
The link allows recipients to download a special version of the file wrapped in Comodo's containment
technology.
•
The file will be open in a virtual container on the endpoint
To configure containment system,
•

•

Click the 'Modules' tab on the left, then click 'Containment System'.
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Enable Containment System: When enabled, files that have an 'Unknown' trust rating are contained.
•
Download Base Url: The URL from which users will download the wrapped version of the file.
Click 'Save' to apply your changes.
•

•

See Attachment Verdict System if you need more information on file ratings.

8.8

Data Leak Prevention (DLP)

•

KoruMail is integrated with a DLP (Data Leak Prevention) engine that prevents data theft via emails.

•

The engine searches for configured words in incoming and outgoing mails and applies actions as per the
settings in the profile. Actions include quarantining the mail and / or notifying the administrator.

•

The DLP module must be enabled in order to activate the DLP parameters specified in the profile settings.

•

See 'Profile Management' for more details about profile settings.

To open the 'DLP' interface
•

Click the 'Modules' tab on the left, then click 'DLP'.

•

Enable DLP: Select the check box to display the 'Incoming Profiles' and 'Outgoing Profiles' check boxes.

•

Incoming Profiles: Select the check box to apply the DLP profile parameters to incoming mails

•

Outgoing Profile: Select the check box to apply the DLP profile parameters for outgoing mails

See 'Profile Management' for more details about profile settings.
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Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

•

8.9

Attachment Verdict System

•

The 'Attachment Verdict System' settings area enables administrators to configure settings related to the
analysis of email attachments.

•

If enabled, verdicting system will automatically submit email attachments (windows executable files and pdf
files) with an 'unknown' trust rating to Comodo Valkyrie for analysis.

•

Valkyrie will run a series of behavioral tests to find out whether or not the attachment is malicious.

To open the attachment verdict settings area
•

Click Modules > Attachment Verdict System

Attachment Verdict System - Table of Column Headers
Column Header
Enable Attachment Verdict
System

Description
•

If enabled, Korumail will automatically check the trust rating of Windows
executables and pdf files in Comodo's file look up server (FLS).

•

The verdict from the FLS can be ‘Clean’, ‘Malware’ or ‘Unknown’.

•

Clean attachments will be allowed to proceed while malware attachments will
be automatically quarantined (providing ‘Quarantine mails containing viruses’
is enabled in the antivirus section of the profile).

•

‘Unknown’ files will be submitted to Comodo’s real-time file analysis system,
Valkyrie, for behavior testing.

•

Valkyrie’s tests will determine whether the unknown file is clean or malware
and apply the appropriate action as mentioned above.

CAM Key

Comodo Accounts Manager License key. The customers must sign up with Comodo
Accounts Manager and order the Korumail product to avail a license key.

Hostname

Hostname of the file attachment verdict system. This is set to the Comodo Valkyrie
server by default. Only change this if you have established a different server with
Comodo support.

Please note that, if the 'Enable Attachment Verdict System is enabled' and the 'Send files that not found in File Verdict
System' is disabled, then the unknown files are not uploaded to Valkyrie for analysis. See Attachment Verdict
Reports, to view reports of attachment verdict system.
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9

Profile Management

•

Profiles are a collection of settings for KoruMail features such as 'Anti-virus', 'Anti-spam', 'Black List' and White
List'. Profile can be applied to domains and/or users.

•

There are two kinds of profiles that can be created in KoruMail - 'Incoming E-mail' and 'Outgoing E-mail'.
Admins can apply different profiles for incoming mails and outgoing mails.

•

KoruMail ships with a set of default incoming and outgoing profiles that can be edited but not deleted.

To open the 'Profiles' interface
Click the 'Profile Management' tab on the left, then click 'Profiles'

•

Profiles - Table of Column Headers
Column Header

Description

Profile Type

The type of profile whether incoming or outgoing

Profile Name

The name of the profile. The name of default profiles will be auto filled.

Profile Description

The description provided for the profile

Owner

The name of the group to which the profile creator belongs

Action

Allows administrators to delete a profile. The default incoming or outgoing
profile wil apply to the domains and / or users beloning to a profile when it
is deleted.
Allows administrators to edit the settings in a profile.

Search Option
Click the 'Profile Membership Search' link at the top to search for a profile that is applied to domain and / or users.
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•

Select 'Domain' or 'User' from the drop-down for which you want to search the profile

•

Enter the domain or user details and click the the 'Search' button.

The profile applied for the entered details will be displayed.
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•

To remove the details in the search field, click the 'Clear' button.

•

To remove the search field, click the 'Profile Membership Search' link again.

The 'Profiles' interface allows administrators to:
•

Add and Confgure a New Profile

•

Edit a Profile

•

Delete a Profile

9.1

Add and Configure a New Profile

Profiles let you configure how Korumail's scanners and filters should handle mail on your protected domains. The items
that can be set in a profile include Anti-virus, Anti-spam, SMTP, Attachment Filter, Black List, White List, Header Filter,
Archive and Quarantine, Data Leak Prevention (DLP) and Realtime Blackhole List (RBL).
•

Click 'Profiles' > 'Add profile'

The 'Add New Profile' screen will be displayed:
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Profiles - Table of Parameters
Parameter

Description

Profile Type

Select whether you want the profile to apply to incoming mails or outgoing mails

Profile Name

Enter a name for the profile

Description

Provide an appropriate description for the profile

Username

Select the username of the person who is adding the profile. Only users with
appropriate privileges will be listed.

Domain Members

Allows administrators with appropriate privileges to add domains for the profile. The
box in the left side displays the domains that were added in the 'Managed Domains'
section. Any domain that is already added to a profile will not be listed. Domains can
be added by selecting and clicking the appropriate button (Copy all, Copy, Remove,
Remove all) in the middle. All the users in a domain added here will be applied the
profile.

Email Members

Allows administrators with appropriate privileges to add users for the profile who may
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belong to other domains that are not added for a profile. Please note that for an
incoming profile only users belonging to domains added in the 'Managed Domains'
section can be added here. For an outgoing profile, you can also add users belonging
to domains that are not added in the 'Managed Domains' section.
Import

•

Allows administrators to add users for the profile by importing them from a saved file.
For importing users for an incoming profile the same limitations mentioned in the above
row will apply.

Click 'Save' to apply your changes

The profile will be saved and the tabs for configuring other parameters will be displayed.

The interface allows administrators to configure profile parameters for:
•

Anti-virus

•

Anti-spam

•

Black List

•

White List

•

SMTP Settings

•

Attachment Filter

•

Header Filter

•

Archive and Quarantine

•

Rules

•

Email Classification

•

Geolocation Restrictions

•

Realtime Blackhole List (RBL)

•

Data Leak Prevention (DLP)

•

Containment System

•

Attachment Verdict System

Note: All tabs are disabled until you complete and save the details of the domain members.
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Anti-virus
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'Anti-virus' tab

Enable Anti Virus: Select the check box to enable the anti-virus engine for this profile. Please note the
'Anti-virus' module should be enabled for this parameter to become active.
•
Quarantine mails containing virus: Mails detected with viruses will be quarantined. Users can log into
the 'Quarantine Webmail' interface to view his/her mails that are quarantined.
Click 'Save' to apply your changes.
•

•

Anti-spam
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'Anti-spam' tab
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Profiles: Anti-spam Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter
Enable Anti SPAM

Description
Select the check box to enable the anti-spam engine for this profile. Please note the
'Anti-spam' module should be enabled for this parameter to become active.

Use a dedicated bayesian Select the check box to enable the anti-spam engine to use Bayesian database also
database for this profile
for detecting spam mails. Please note the 'Bayes Spam engine' in the 'Advanced
Settings' section of 'Anti-spam' module should be enabled for this parameter to
become active.
Maximum MB that an email enters spam filtering

Enter the maximum size of emails for which spam filtering will be enabled. If the size of
an email exceeds the entered value, then the email will not be scanned and placed in
queue for delivery to the recipient.

Certainly spam points

Enter a value between 1 and 100 that will classify an email as definitely spam.
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Suggested values are between 90 - 100 points.
Spam points

Enter a value between 1 and 100 that will classify an email as spam. Suggested values
are between 51 - 89 points.

Probable spam points

Enter a value between 1 and 100 that will classify an email as probable spam.
Suggested values are between 40 - 50 points.

Certainly spam action

Select the action that has to be taken for emails that are categorized as definitely
spam. The options available are:
•
Tag - The email will be sent to the recipient with a tag as entered in the next
field 'Certainly spam tag'
•

Forward - The mail will be forwarded to a mail box defined in the 'Spam
mailbox' field

•

CC - The mail will be sent to the recipient and a copy will be sent to a mail box
defined in the 'Spam mailbox' field

•

Discard - The mail will be quarantined. Daily notifications will be sent to user
with details of quarantined emails. The user can view the email using the
'Quarantined Email' web interface.

•

Reject - The mail will be rejected and a reject command will be sent to the
sender mail server.

Certainly spam tag

Enter the tag text for emails that are categorized as definitely spam

Spam Action

Select the action that has to be taken for emails that are categorized as spam. The
options available are:
•
Tag - The email will be sent to the recipient with a tag as entered in the next
field 'Spam tag'
•

Forward - The mail will be forwarded to a mail box defined in the 'Spam
mailbox' field

•

CC - The mail will be sent to the recipient and a copy will be sent to a mail box
defined in the 'Spam mailbox' field

•

Discard - The mail will be quarantined. Daily notifications will be sent to user
with details of quarantined emails. The user can view the email using the
'Quarantined Email' web interface.

•

Reject - The mail will be rejected and a reject command will be sent to the
sender mail server.

Spam tag

Enter the tag text for emails that are categorized as spam

Probable spam action

Select the action that has to be taken for emails that are categorized as probable
spam. The options available are:
•
Tag - The email will be sent to the recipient with a tag as entered in the next
field 'Probable spam tag'

Probable spam tag

•

Forward - The mail will be forwarded to a mail box defined in the 'Spam
mailbox' field

•

CC - The mail will be sent to the recipient and a copy will be sent to a mail box
defined in the 'Spam mailbox' field

•

Discard - The mail will be quarantined. Daily notifications will be sent to user
with details of quarantined emails. The user can view the email using the
'Quarantined Email' web interface.

•

Reject - The mail will be rejected and a reject command will be sent to the
sender mail server.

Enter the tag text for emails that are categorized as probable spam
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Spam mailbox

Enter the email address to which the forwarded and CCed spam emails configured in
the 'Spam action' drop-down will be sent.

Quarantine mails
matching policies

If enabled, emails that are matching the configured profile will be quarantined.

Quarantine Certainly
SPAM Mails

If enabled, emails that are categorized as definitely spam will be quarantined.

Quarantine SPAM Mails

If enabled, emails that are categorized as spam will be quarantined.

Quarantine Probable
SPAM Mails

If enabled, emails that are categorized as probable spam will be quarantined.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

Black List
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'Black List' tab

Profiles: Black List Settings - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Blacklist Type

Description
Select the type of source that has to be blacklisted. The options available are:
•
IPv4 Address
•

IPv6 Address

•

E-mail

•

Domain

•

IPv4 Network
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•

IPv6 Network

Blacklist Value

Enter the details for the type of blacklist selected in the first column.

Comment

Provide an appropriate description for the blacklisted source

Action

Allows administrators to add a blacklist type after filling the fields in the row
Allows administrators to delete a blacklist type from the list

•

To save the list of blacklisted sources, click the 'Export' link and save it to your system.

•

To import a list of sources to be blacklisted, click the 'Import' link

•

Click the 'Upload' button, browse to the location where the file is saved and click 'Open'.

The file will be added.

•
•
•
•

Repeat the process to add more files.
To remove a file, click the 'Clear' link beside it.
To remove all the added files, click the 'Clear All' button at the top right.
To import the list from the files, click 'Save'.
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•

To delete a blacklist type from the list, click
confirmation screen.

under the 'Action' column header and click 'OK' in the

•

To remove all the blacklisted sources, click the 'Delete all' link and click 'OK' in the confirmation screen.

White List
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'White List' tab

Profiles: White List Settings - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Whitelist Type

Description
Select the type of source that has to be whitelisted. The options available are:
•
IPv4 Address
•

IPv6 Address

•

E-mail

•

Domain

•

IPv4 Network

•

IPv6 Network

Whitelist Value

Enter the details for the type of whitelist selected in the first column.

Comment

Provide an appropriate description for the blacklisted source.

Action

Allows administrators to add a whitelist type after filling the fields in the row.
Allows administrators to delete a whitelist type from the list.
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•

To save the list of whitelisted sources, click the 'Export' link and save it to your system.

•

To import a list of sources to be whitelisted, click the 'Import' link

Click the 'Upload' button, browse to the location where the file is saved and click 'Open'.
The file will be added.
•

•
•
•
•

Repeat the process to add more files.
To remove a file, click the 'Clear' link beside it.
To remove all the added files, click 'Clear All' at the top right.
To import the list from the files, click 'Save' .

•

To delete a whitelist type from the list, click
confirmation screen.

under the 'Action' column header and click 'OK' in the

•

To remove all the whitelisted sources, click the 'Delete all' link and click 'OK' in the confirmation screen.

SMTP Settings
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'SMTP Settings' tab
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Profiles: SMTP Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter

Description

Refuse mails sent by fake If enabled, KoruMail checks the 'From' details of an outgoing message with that of the
local users
added users and rejects if the users' details are not available.
Require valid reverse DNS If enabled, the added domains should have a valid reverse DNS record for the mails to
record
be processed and delivered
Enable KoruMail
Reputation Network®
Blacklist Scan

If enabled, mails are scanned for blacklist sources listed in the KoruMail Reputation
Network® (KRN) servers. Please note the KRN server setting should be enabled in
the KRN module.

Enable KoruMail
Reputation Network®
whitelist Scan

If enabled, mails are scanned for whitelist sources listed in the KoruMail Reputation
Network® (KRN) servers. Please note the KRN server setting should be enabled in
the KRN module.

Enable validation of MX
records for incoming
connections

MX records maintain the entries of email server details to which the received emails
for the protected domains are sent. If this check box is enabled, MX records for the
protected will be checked and validated.
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Enable greylisting

If enabled, KoruMail creates a Greylist of source IP address/domains from where
emails are sent to recipients protected by its filtering engine. Mails received from a
source for the first time is rejected by KoruMail and sends a command to the source to
resend the email. Generally, spammers do not resend emails. If the email is sent again
from the source again, KoruMail accepts the mail and initiates the filtering process.

Activate Layer-7 DoS
protection

If enabled, KoruMail will activate the Layer 7 Denial of Service protection feature.

Quarantine RBL-KRN
Mails

If enabled, both RBL and KRN mails mails will be Quarantined.

Quarantine Antispoofing
Mails

If enabled, the spoofing mails will be Quarantined.

Anti-spoofing Action

Select the action to be performed when the condition is met for a mail. The options
available are:
Reject - The mail will be rejected and a reject response will be sent to the sender's
mail server
Discard – The mail will be rejected without notifying the sender. The user can view the
email using the 'Quarantined Email' web interface.

KRN Action

Select the action to be performed when the condition is met for a mail. The options
available are:
Reject - The mail will be rejected and a reject response will be sent to the sender's
mail server
Discard – The mail will be rejected without notifying the sender. The user can view the
email using the 'Quarantined Email' web interface.

RBL Action

Select the action to be performed when the condition is met for a mail. The options
available are:
Reject - The mail will be rejected and a reject response will be sent to the sender's
mail server
Discard – The mail will be rejected without notifying the sender. The user can view the
email using the 'Quarantined Email' web interface.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

Attachment Filter
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'Attachment Filter' tab
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Profiles: Attachment Filter Settings - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Addition

Enter the keyword that should be scanned for the attachments

Condition

Select the condition from the drop-down. The options available are:
•
Contains

Action

•

Equals to

•

Starts with

•

Ends with

Select the action to be performed when the condition is met for an attachment in a mail.
The options available are:
•
Reject - The mail will be rejected and a reject response will be sent to the
sender's mail server
•
Remove attachment - The mail will be delivered to the recipient without the
attachment.
Allows administrators to add an attachment filter rule after filling the fields in
the row
Allows administrators to delete attachment filter rule from the list

•

To save the list of 'Attachment Filter' rules, click the 'Export' link and save it to your system

•

To import a list of 'Attachment Filter' rules from a saved file, click the 'Import' link
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•

Click the 'Upload' button, browse to the location where the file is saved and click 'Open'.

The file will be added.

•
•
•
•

Repeat the process to add more files.
To remove a file, click the 'Clear' link beside it.
To remove all the added files, click 'Clear All' at the top right.
To import the list from the files, click 'Save'.

•

To delete an 'Attachment Filter' rule from the list, click the
the confirmation screen.

button under the last column and click 'OK' in

•

To remove all the 'Attachment Filter' rules, click the 'Delete all' link and click 'OK' in the confirmation screen.

Header Filter
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'Header Filter' tab
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Profiles: Header Filter Settings - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Header

Description
Select the header type that you want to add a 'Header Filter' rule for. The choices
available are:
•
Subject
•

Received

•

To

•

From

Value

Enter the keyword that should be scanned for the selected header type.

Type

Select the condition from the drop-down. The options available are:
•
Contains
•

Equals to

•

Starts with

•

Ends with

Action

Select the action to be performed when the condition is met for a 'Header Filter' rule in a
mail. The options available are:
•
Reject - The mail will be rejected and a reject response will be sent to the
sender's mail server
•
Discard – The mail will be rejected without notifying the sender. The user can
view the email using the 'Quarantined Email' web interface.

Action

Allows administrators to add a 'Header Filter' rule after filling the fields in the
row.
Allows administrators to delete a 'Header Filter' rule from the list.

•

To save the list of 'Header Filter' rules, click the 'Export' link and save it to your system

•

To import a list of 'Header Filter' rules from a saved file, click the 'Import' link
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Click the 'Upload' button, browse to the location where the file is saved and click 'Open'.
The file will be added.
•

•
•
•
•

Repeat the process to add more files.
To remove a file, click the 'Clear' link beside it.
To remove all the added files, click 'Clear All' at the top right.
To import the list from the files, click 'Save'.

•

To delete a 'Header Filter' rule from the list, click the
confirmation screen.

button under the last column and click 'OK' in the

•

To remove all the 'Header Filter' rules, click the 'Delete all' link and click 'OK' in the confirmation screen.

Archive and Quarantine
•

Click the 'Archive and Quarantine' tab
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Profiles: Archive and Quarantine Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter
Archive method

Description
Select how the mails should be archived from the drop-down. The options available
are:
•
None - The mails are not archived
•

Forward - The mails are forwarded to the mail address entered in the next row
'Archive mailbox'

•

Disk - The mails are stored in local disk

•

Disk + Forward - The mails are stored in local disk and a copy is forwarded to
the mail address entered in the next row 'Archive mailbox'

Please note the archived and quarantined mails are removed from the disk as per the
configuration done in the 'Quarantine & Archive Settings' interface.
Archive mailbox

This field becomes active only when an archive method is selected in the first row.
Enter the mail address to which the archived and quarantined mails will be sent.

Send daily quarantine
report to recipients

If enabled, the users will receive daily reports of their quarantined mails. Users can
view their quarantined mails in the 'KoruMail Quarantine Webmail' interface by clicking
the 'Quarantine Webmail' link in the 'Login' screen.

Quarantine Release
Operation

Allows users to release their mails from quarantine

Archive Flags
Mails with CLEAN content If enabled, mails that are categorized as safe will be archived as per the 'Archive
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method' setting done in the first row.
Mails with CERTAINLY
SPAM content

If enabled, mails that are categorized as 'Certainly Spam' will be archived as per the
'Archive method' setting done in the first row.

Mails with SPAM content

If enabled, mails that are categorized as 'Spam' will be archived as per the 'Archive
method' setting done in the first row.

Mails with PROBABLE
SPAM content

If enabled, mails that are categorized as 'Probable Spam' will be archived as per the
'Archive method' setting done in the first row.

Mails matched by
CONTENT FILTER rules

If enabled, mails that are filtered for content per the settings done in 'Content Filter' in
the 'Anti-spam' module will be archived as per the 'Archive method' setting done in the
first row.

Mails containing VIRUS

If enabled, mails that are categorized are with virus will be archived as per the 'Archive
method' setting done in the first row.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

Rules
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'Rules' tab
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Rules Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter

Description

PROMO
Promotion Tag

Promotional emails are sent to the recipient with the tag as entered in this field.

Promotional Action

Select the action when the condition is met for a 'Rules' setting in a promotional mail.
The options available are:
•
OK + TAG - The tagged mail is sent to the recipient.

Quarantine Promotional
Mails

•

OK – The mail is sent to the recipient without tag

•

Reject - The mail is rejected and a reject response us sent to the sender mail
server.

•

Discard - The mail is rejected without notifying the sender. The user can view
the email using the 'Quarantined Email' web interface.

If enabled, promotional mails are quarantined.

SOCIAL
Social Action

Select the action when the condition is met for a 'Rules' setting in a social mail. The
options available are:
•
OK + TAG - The tagged mail is sent to the recipient.
•

OK – The mail is sent to the recipient without tag

•

Reject - The mail is rejected and a reject response is sent to the sender mail
server.

•

Discard - The mail is rejected without notifying the sender. The user can view
the email using the 'Quarantined Email' web interface.

Social Tag

Social emails are sent to the recipient with the a tag as entered in this field.

Quarantine social mails

If enabled, social mails are quarantined

FORUM
Forum Action

Select the action when the condition is met for a 'Rules' setting in a forum mail. The
options available are:
•
OK + TAG - The tagged mail is sent to the recipient.
•

OK – The mail is sent to the recipient without tag

•

Reject - The mail is rejected and a reject response is sent to the sender mail
server.

•

Discard - The mail is rejected without notifying the sender. The user can view
the email using the 'Quarantined Email' web interface.

Forum Tag

Forum based emails are sent to the recipient with the tag as entered in this field.

Quarantine forum mails

If enabled, forum mails are quarantined

NEWSLETTER
Newsletter Action

Select the action when the condition is met for a 'Rules' setting in a newsletter mail.
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The options available are:
•
OK + TAG - The tagged mail is sent to the recipient.
•

OK – The mail is sent to the recipient without tag

•

Reject - The mail is rejected and a reject response is sent to the sender mail
server.

•

Discard - The mail is rejected without notifying the sender. The user can view
the email using the 'Quarantined Email' web interface.

Newsletter Tag

Newsletter emails are sent to the recipient with the tag as entered in this field.

Quarantine newsletter
mails

If enabled, newsletter mails are quarantined

UPDATE
Update Action

Update Tag

Select the action when the condition is met for a 'Rules' setting in a update mail. The
options available are:
•
OK + TAG - The tagged mail is sent to the recipient.
•

OK – The mail is sent to the recipient without tag

•

Reject - The mail is rejected and a reject response is sent to the sender mail
server.

•

Discard - The mail is rejected without notifying the sender. The user can view
the email using the 'Quarantined Email' web interface.

Update emails are sent to the recipient with the tag as entered in this field.

Quarantine update mails If enabled, update mails are quarantined
PHISHING
Enable Phishing Check

If enabled, checks for phishing emails.

Phishing Action

Select the action when the condition is met for a 'Rules' setting in a phishing mail. The
options available are:
•
OK + TAG - The tagged mail is sent to the recipient.
•

OK – The mail is sent to the recipient without tag

•

Reject - The mail is rejected and a reject response is sent to the sender mail
server.

•

Discard - The mail is rejected without notifying the sender. The user can view
the email using the 'Quarantined Email' web interface.

Phishing Tag

Phishing emails are sent to the recipient with the a tag as entered in this field.

Quarantine Phishing
Mails

If enabled, phishing mails are quarantined.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

Email Classification
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'Email Classification' tab
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Category

The type of mail received.

Status

Whether the rule is enabled or not.

Tag

The name prefixed to the email to show the email classification. For example,
promotional email subjects are prefixed with [PROMO].

Action

Select the action to be performed when the condition is met for a 'Rules' setting in a
forum mail. The options available are:
•
Discard - The mail will be rejected without notifying the sender. The user can
view the email using the 'Quarantined Email' web interface.

Quarantine
•

•

TAG Only - The tagged mail will be sent to the recipient.

•

Reject - The mail will be rejected and a reject response will be sent to the
sender mail server.

•

OK - The mail will be sent to the recipient without tag.

If enabled, the corresponding category of mails will be quarantined

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

Geolocation Restrictions
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'Geolocation Restrictions' tab
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Profiles: Geolocation Restrictions Settings - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Rejected Countries

Description
Select the country you want Korumail to reject. Please note that you have to enable SMTP
> General settings.

Action

Allows administrators to add a country after selecting it in the row.
Allows administrators to delete the country from the list.

Realtime Blackhole List (RBL)
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'RBL' tab
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The screen displays the RBL servers that are available by default and added manually. See 'Manage RBL Servers' for
more details.
RBL Servers - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Server Host Address

The address of the RBL server.

Description

The description provided at the time of adding the RBL server.

Type

The type of block list selected.

Enable

Allows administrators to activate or deactivate a RBL server in the list. If a server is
disabled, KoruMail skips it and refers to the next server in the line.

The control buttons next to the table allows to reorder the RBL server list for checking the blacklisted IP addresses
available in the servers. The enabled RBL server listed first will be checked first and move down the order. Use the
control buttons to move a server up or down the order.

Data Leak Prevention (DLP)
The DLP feature is capable of scanning mails for important key words such as credit card, social security numbers,
attachments and takes action as per the settings. Please note that the DLP module should be enabled for the settings
configured here to take effect. See 'Data Leak Prevention' for more details.
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'DLP' tab
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DLP General Settings

•

DLP Action - These settings determine what action should be taken if KoruMail detects a message that could
present a data leak.

The options available are:
No Action - The mail will be allowed and the system admin will be notified if 'DLP Notify' is enabled.
•
Reject - The mail will be rejected and a reject warning will be sent to the sender's email address.
•
Discard - The mail will be deleted and if 'DLP Quarantine' is enabled, it will be quarantined and the
system admin will be notified.
Enable DLP Quarantine – If selected, KoruMail quarantines mails with data leak. Please note the setting in
'DLP Action' should be 'Discard' for mails to be quarantined.
•

•
•

Enable DLP Notify – If selected, KoruMail alerts the system admin about DLP breaches.

Attachment List
•

Click the 'Attachment List' tab
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•

Enable Attachment List - Select the check box to block emails with attachment file class defined below in the
table.

•

Scan Archive Files - Select the check box to scan the attached zip files and block emails with attachment file
class defined below in the table.

To add a file class
•

Select the file class from the 'Choose File Class' drop-down

The file types for the selected file class will be displayed on the right side table.
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•

Select the file type or the check box above to select all the file types and click the 'Add' button beside it.

The added file types for the selected file class will be displayed in the table below the first table.

•

Clicking the link beside a file type under the 'Status' column header toggles the status between 'Active' and
'Passive'. 'Active' status indicates emails with attached file type will be blocked.

•

To delete a file type from the list, select it and click the 'Delete' button. To delete all file types, select the check
box beside 'File Class Name' column header and click the 'Delete button.

DLP Body Filter
The 'DLP Body Filter' feature searches the content of an email for sensitive information such as credit card details,
email address and so on and take action as per the settings done in 'DLP Action'. KoruMail comes with three
predefined DLP Body Filters and allows the administrators to add more filters as required.
•

Enable DLP Body Filter: Select the check box to apply the configured body filters
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Profiles: DLP Body Filter Settings - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Status

Select the check box to enable the filter.

Enable DLP Body Filter

The name of the filter.

Action

Allows to view the details of the body filter.
Allows to edit a body filter.
Allows to delete a body filter.

To add a new DLP body filter
•

Click the 'Add' button at the top of the table
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The filter 'Pattern' screen will be displayed.

•

Pattern Name: Enter the name of the filter pattern

•

Regular Expression: Enter the regular expression to define the search pattern. To know more about Regular
Expression, see Wikipedia at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regular_expression. You can also enter
keywords in the field to search and block the email containing it.

To view the details of a pattern
•

Click the

icon beside a body filter that you want to view the details

•

Click the 'Cancel' button or close the dialog to return to main screen.

To edit a body filter
•

Click the

icon beside a body filter that you want to edit the details
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•

Edit the details as required and click the 'Save' button

To delete a body filter
•

Click the

icon beside a body filter that you want to delete

•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion.

Containment System
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'Containment System' tab
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Containment System - Table of Column Headers
Column Header

Description

Enable Containment
System

If enabled, email attachments (pdfs and windows executables) will be 'wrapped' with
containment code before delivery. This means they will open in an isolated, virtual
environment known as the container, instead of directly on the endpoint. The
attachment will open as normal from the end-user's point-of-view, but it will not be
allowed to access important system files, user data or to cause damage to the host
system.

Files which are accepted

If enabled, will deliver files in the chosen format

Apply for whitelists

If enabled, KoruMail will also analyze white-listed sources.

Only Administrator can
unwrap

Safe files in the containment when run are unwrapped immediately for both users and
admins. Malicious files are blocked.
Contained files for which results are unsure (not safe nor malicious) are unwrapped if
specified time or count (mentioned in rows below) is reached.
If this setting is:
•

Enabled - Only admins can unwrap contained files for which results are
unsure (not safe nor malicious)

•

Disabled – Both admins and users can unwrap contained files for which
results are unsure (not safe nor malicious)

Unwrap the sandbox after Unsure files (not safe nor malicious) when run are moved out of containment after the
specified time (mins)
specified time. Move the slider to set the time.
Unwrap the sandbox after Unsure files (not safe nor malicious) when opened ‘X’ times as specified here are
specified running count
moved out of containment. Move the slider to set the count.
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Attachment Verdict System
•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Locate the profile you want to work on and click the 'Edit' button on the right

•

Click the 'Attachment Verdict System' tab

Profiile: Attachment Verdict System - Table of Column Headers
Column Header
Enable Attachment Verdict
System

Malware Probability Value

Description
•

If enabled, Korumail will automatically check the trust rating of Windows
executables and pdf files in Comodo's file look up server (FLS).

•

The verdict from the FLS can be ‘Clean’, ‘Malware’ or ‘Unknown’.

•

Clean attachments will be allowed to proceed while malware attachments will
be automatically quarantined (providing ‘Quarantine mails containing viruses’
is enabled in the antivirus section of the profile).

•

‘Unknown’ files will be submitted to Comodo’s real-time file analysis system,
Valkyrie, for behavior testing.

•

Valkyrie’s tests will determine whether the unknown file is clean or malware
and apply the appropriate action as mentioned above.

•

The threshold at which Korumail will designate an unknown file as 'malware'
based on Valkyrie results.
Comodo recommend that administrators leave this setting at the default
and only move it after consultation with Comodo support.
Valkyrie examines the behavior of unknown files and assigns a score
indicating how likely it is that the file is malware.
•

•

Under the default settings, a score of 46+ is classed as malware.
Raising the value in this slider means KoruMail is more tolerant/less likely to
class attachments as malware.
•

•

Apply for whitelists

When enabled, Korumail sandboxes clean mails as well

Send files that not found in If enabled, Korumail will upload files rated 'Unknown', to the attachment verdict system
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File Verdict System

for detailed behavior analysis

Auto-submission in queue Define in seconds how long Korumail should wait before the submission times-out.
waiting time

9.1.1

Edit a Profile

•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Click the

icon beside a profile in the 'Profiles' screen that you want to edit the details

The 'Edit Profile' screen will open
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•

Edit the parameters as required. The procedure is similar to adding a new profile. See 'Add and Configure a
New Profile' for more details.

9.1.2

Delete a Profile

•

Click 'Profile Management' > 'Profiles'

•

Click the

icon beside a profile in the 'Profiles' screen that you want to delete from the list.
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•

Click 'OK' to confirm the deletion.

Note - if an incoming or outgoing profile is deleted, the default profile will be applied to the domain.

10 Reports
•

The 'Reports' section lets you view and generate comprehensive activity reports on domains protected by
KoruMail.

•

There are multiple types of report you can view. Click the following links to find out more on each.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10.1

Mail Logs Report
SMTP Queue Report
Delivery Logs Report
SMTP-AUTH Logs Report
Summary Report
Domain Report
Attachment Verdict Reports
Original Mail Request List

Mail Logs Report

•

The 'Mail Log' report provides details of incoming and outgoing mails for all domains that have been added to
KoruMail.

•

The logs show the subject of the mail, date and time received by KoruMail, the result of the filtering process
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and more.
To open the 'Mail Logs' interface
•

Click 'Reports' > 'Mail Logs'

Mail Logs Report - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Delivery

Description
Indicates the status of mail delivery. The statuses are:
•
Success
•

Temporary Error

•

Permanent Error

Icon

The arrow icon indicates whether the mail is incoming or outoing

Subject

The content of the email subject line.

Result

The verdict on a email after filtering. For example, 'CSPAM' means KoruMail found the mail
was 'Certainly Spam'.

Received

Date and time KoruMail received the email.

Sender

Email address information of the originator

Recipient(s)

Domain name of the receiver

IP

The network address of the system from where the mail was sent. The next column displays
the flag of the originating country.

Action

Status of the mail after filtering. Place your mouse over an icon to view a description of the
action.
- Relayed: The mail successfully passed the filtering process and was passed onto the
target mail server.
- Rejected: The mail was not accepted by KoruMail. A rejection message was sent to the
sender.
- Discarded: Quarantined mail.
- Delayed: Indicates the source is greylisted.

Details

Reason why a particular action was taken on a mail. For example, why it was rejected,
delayed etc.

At the top and bottom of the screen, you have the option to set the number of records to be displayed per page and
export the report in CSV format.
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To configure the number of records to be displayed per page
•

Click the 'Records per page' drop-down

•

Select the number of records per page to be displayed from the options.

•

Click the 'First', 'Previous', 'Next' and 'Last' buttons to navigate to the respective pages.

To export the report to a CSV file
•

Click the 'Actions' drop-down

•

Select 'Save As CSV' and click the 'Do!' button

•

Click 'OK' in the confirmation dialog.

Search Options
You can search for a particular record or records in the report by using simple or advanced search feature.
•

Simple Search

•

Advanced Search

Simple Search
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The simple search options allows you to search for a particular record or records based on 'Subject', 'Sender',
'Recipients' and / or 'IP' details only.

•

To search for records based on the entries under 'Subject', 'Sender', 'Recipients' and / or 'IP' columns, enter
the text or number fully or partially in the field and click the 'Search' button

•

To search for records based on the entries under a particular column or columns, select the respective check
boxes, enter the text or number fully or partially in the field and click the the 'Search' button. For example, if
you want to search for a particular record for sender and recipients, select the 'Sender' and 'Recipients' check
boxes, enter the text fully or partially in the field and click the 'Search' button.

Advanced Search
The 'Advanced Search' option allows you a more granular search by including rules and filters.
•

Click the 'Advanced Search' link at the top of the screen.

The 'Advanced Search' option will be displayed.

The first drop-down contains the column headers that can be selected for an advanced search.
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The second column contains the condition for a search, which depends on the item selected in the first column and
text/number entered or options selected in the third column.

The third column allows you to enter the text/number or select from the options depending on the selection in the first
column. For example, choosing 'Subject', 'From Address' or 'Remote IP' allows you to enter the text in the third column.
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If you select 'Action' or 'Result' in the first column, then further options can be selected from the third column.

If you select 'Received' in the first column, then you can enter a date or select from the calendar.

You can add more filters by clicking

for narrowing down your search.
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You can remove a filter by clicking the

button beside it.

You can create a filter rule by selecting 'AND' or 'OR' option beside each of the added filter.
•

Click 'Clear' to remove the advanced search rules.

•

Click 'Search' to start the search per the filter rule.

The items will be searched for in the ascending order and results displayed.
•

To remove the advanced search field, click the 'Advanced search' link again.

Administrators can filter results on monthly basis. The filters available are 'Last Month', 'Last 2 Months', 'Last 3 Months',
'Last 6 Months' and 'All Times'.

Details of a Log Entry
•

Clicking anywhere on the row of a log record will display the details of the mail log.
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The details screen allows you to mark the mail log as 'Spam' or 'Not spam' depending the mail category. You can also
add the sender, sending domain and IP to blacklist or whitelist.
•

To mark an email as 'Spam' or 'Not spam', click the relevant button at the bottom of the screen.

The changes will be saved and mails from the sender will be applied the new settings by KoruMail.
•

To add the sender or domain to blacklist/whitelist, click the drop-down in the 'Sender' row.

•

Select the category from the options that you want to add the email and click the

•

Enter the reason for changing the category and click 'Save'.
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The changes will be saved and mails from the sender will be applied the new settings by KoruMail.
•

To add the originating IP to blacklist/whitelist, click the drop-down in the 'IP' row.

•

Select the category from the options that you want to add the IP and click the

•

Enter the reason for changing the category and click 'Save' .

button beside it.

The changes will be saved and mails from the IP will be applied the new settings by KoruMail.
You can view the previous or next record by click the

10.2

buttons at the top of a details screen.

SMTP Queue Report

The 'SMTP Queue' report shows details of mails that are queued for delivery.
•

Click 'Reports' > 'SMTP Queue' to open the reports interface.
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SMTP Queue Report - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

ID

The identification number of the email queue that holds the status or message of the queue.

From

Sender's email address

To

Recipient's email address

Subject

The content of the email subject line.

Date

Date and time that the mail was sent

Size

Size of the file in kilobytes

Action

Delete the mail from the SMTP queue

At the top and bottom of the screen you have the option to set the number of records to be displayed per page.

Configure the number of records displayed per page
•

Click the 'Records per page' drop-down

•

Select the number of records per page to be displayed from the options. The default is 100.
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•

Click the 'First', 'Previous', 'Next' and 'Last' buttons to navigate through the report.

Search Options
You can search for a particular record by using the search field at the upper left. Use the drop-down menus to specify
granular search criteria. This is similar to the advanced search option explained in the 'Mail Logs' section.

10.3

Delivery Logs Report

While 'Mails Logs' record all incoming and outgoing mail traffic, 'Delivery Logs' record only those mails accepted by
mail servers.
•

Click 'Reports' > 'Delivery Logs' to open the interface

Delivery Logs Report - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Result

Description
The status of the mail processed by the mail server. The tool tip on hovering the mouse
cursor over an icon displays the action.
- Success: Indicates the mail has been successfully delivered to the recipient.
- Permanent Error: Indicates the mail server failed to deliver the mail to the recipient.
- Temporary: Indicates it is temporary error and the server will try again to deliver.

Received

Date and time KoruMail received the email.

Sender

Email address information of the originator

Recipient(s)

Email address information of the receiver

IP

The network address of the system from where the mail was sent. The next column displays
the flag of the originating country.

Details

Provides information such as the message ID and reasons for permanent and temporary
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error
At the top and bottom of the screen, you have the option to set the number of records to be displayed per page.

To configure the number of records to be displayed per page
•

Click the 'Records per page' drop-down

•

Select the number of records per page to be displayed from the options.

•

Click the 'First', 'Previous', 'Next' and 'Last' buttons to navigate to the respective pages.

Search Options
You can search for a particular record or records in the report by using simple or advanced search feature. This is
similar to the search option explained in the 'Mail Logs' section.

10.4

SMTP-AUTH Logs Report

The 'SMTP-AUTH Logs Report' contains logs of every SMTP client log-in that required authentication.
•

Click reports then 'SMTP-AUTH Logs' to open the interface.
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SMTP-AUTH Logs Report - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Result

Indicates the status of the mail processed by SMTP mail server.
Success : Indicates that the SMTP client has logged in successfully
Failed: Indicates that the SMTP client login has failed

User

The name of the SMTP mail client

IP

The network address of the SMTP mail client

Date

Date and time information of the event log

The 'Search' options allows you to search for a particular record or records based on the 'User', 'IP', 'Date From', 'Date
To' or 'Result' of the authentication of SMTP client log-in.
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•

To search for records based on the entries under 'User', 'IP', 'Date From', 'Date To' or 'Result', enter the text or
number fully or partially in the field and click the 'Search' button

•

To refresh search, click 'Clear'.

10.5

Summary Reports

•

The 'Summary Reports' screen in KoruMail provides a comprehensive report of filtering results of mails for all
domains that are enrolled.

•

The summary report is available as pie chart, bar chart and table formats.

•

The tabs at the top of the interface allows to view and download the reports in graphical or table format.

•

The upper portion of the screen displays the report in pie chart format and is available for hourly, daily, weekly,
monthly, yearly and full from the time of installation.

•

The lower portion displays the results in bar chart format and is available on hourly, monthly and yearly basis.

To open the 'Summary Reports' interface
•

Click 'Reports' and then click 'Summary Reports'
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You can view and download the reports in graphical as well as in table format.
•

Graphical Representation

•

Table Representation

To view and download the report in graphical format
•

Click the 'Mail Distribution' tab at the top

The results in pie chart format at the top and bar chart format at the bottom will be displayed.
•

To view the results for a particular period, click the relevant tabs at the top.

Pie Chart

•

Click the desired period for which you want to view and download the report. The available periods are hourly,
daily, weekly, monthly, yearly and from the time of KoruMail installation.

The different segments of the pie chart provides the details of the filtering results for the selected period such as mails
categorized as spam, phishing, blacklisted and so on.
•

To download the pie chart results, click the PDF icon

The pdf and xls files wil be downloaded to the local folder.
Bar Chart
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•

Click the desired period for which you want to view and download the report in bar chart format. The available
periods are daily, monthly and yearly.

The report for the selected period will be displayed.

The Y-axis displays the number of mails and X-axis displays the hours/days/months for the selected period.
•

To download the bar chart results, click the PDF icon

The pdf and xls files wil be downloaded to the local folder.

To view and download the report in table format
•

Click the 'Tables' tab at the top of the 'Summary Reports' screen.
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The report in table format is available for the periods hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, yearly and from the time of KoruMail
installation. You can also define a period and generate a custom report.
•

Click the desired period for which you want to view and download the report in table format.

The report for the selected period will be displayed. The first column indicates the categorization of mails, the second
column displays the number for each category and the third column provides the results in percentage for each
category.
•

To download the report in PDF format, click the PDF icon

•

To download the report in XLS (spreadsheet) format, click the XLS icon

The pdf and xls files will be downloaded to the local folder.

To generate a custom report in table format
•

Click the 'Custom Reports' tab at the top

The fields to select the 'From' and 'To' period will be displayed.
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•

Click on the fields or calendar icon and select the period from the calendar.

•

Click the 'Show' button after selecting the custom period.
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The report for the selected custom period will be displayed. The first column indicates the categorization of mails, the
second column displays the number for each category and the third column provides the results in percentage for each
category.
•

To download the custom report in PDF format, click the PDF icon
to save the report.

•

To download the custom report in XLS (spreadsheet) format, click the XLS icon
download dialogue to save the report.

•

To clear the custom period, click on the period fields or calendar icon and click the 'Clean' button.
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10.6

Domain Reports

The 'Domain Reports' interface contains detailed statistics and graphs about your monitored domains.
To open the interface
•

Click 'Reports' on the left then click 'Domains Reports':

You can change the domain shown in the charts by using the drop-down menu at the top of the interface.
You can view and download the reports in graphical or table format.
•

Graphical Representation

•

Table Representation

Graphical Representation

Mail Distribution:
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The 'Mail Distribution' chart categorizes mails sent/received on the specified domain according to mail category.
Categories include 'OK', 'Spam', 'Probable Spam', 'Virus' etc. Use the tabs above the chart to change the time-period
covered by the chart. Choices include 'Today', 'This Week', 'This Month', 'This Year' and 'All Time'.

Mail Distribution Progress:
The 'Mail Distribution Progress' bar chart shows how many mails of each category were sent/received on each day.
over a period of a month or a year.
•

To export the report to PDF, click the PDF icon

at the bottom-right of either of the two-chart types:

Tables:
The 'Tables' report displays the number of mails sent/received in each every mail category. The bar graph displays
'Count' on the x-axis against the category of mails on the y-axis.

To generate a custom report in table format
•

Click the 'Custom Reports' tab at the top

The fields to select the 'From' and 'To' period will be displayed.
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•

Click on the fields or calendar icon and select the period from the calendar.

•

Click 'Show' after selecting the custom period.

The report for the selected custom period will be displayed. The first column indicates the categorization of mails, the
second column displays the number for each category and the third column provides the results in percentage for each
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category.
•

To download the custom report in PDF format, click the PDF icon
to save the report.

•

To download the custom report in XLS (spreadsheet) format, click the XLS icon
download dialogue to save the report.

•

To clear the custom period, click on the period fields or calendar icon and click the 'Clean' button.

10.7

and click 'OK' in the download dialogue

and click 'OK' in the

Attachment Verdict Reports

The 'Attachment Verdict Reports' interface contains all the email attachment files for which Korumail has returned a
verdict and the corresponding actions taken.
To open the interface
•

Click 'Reports' on the left then click 'Attachment Verdict Reports'.
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Attachment Verdict Report - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header

Description

Received

Date and time of email received by KoruMail.

Subject

Content in the 'Subject' line of the mails containing attachment.

Sender

Email address information of the originator

Recipient(s)

Domain name of the receiver

File Name

File that is given a verdict.

Action

Result of the valkyrie analysis verdict. For example 'Passed' or 'Rejected'

To configure the number of records to be displayed per page
•

Click the 'Records per page' drop-down

•

Select the number of records per page to be displayed from the options. The default is 10.

•

Click the 'First', 'Previous', 'Next' and 'Last' buttons to navigate through the report.

The 'Search' options allows you to search for a particular record or records based on the 'Filename', 'Subject', 'Sender'
or 'Recipient(s)' of the file with verdict.
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•

To search for records based on the entries under 'Filename', 'Subject', 'Sender' or 'Recipient(s)' of the file with
verdict reports, click any one of the radio buttons and enter the text or number fully or partially in the text field
and then click the 'Search' button

•

To refresh search, click 'Clear'.

10.8

Original Mail Request Sent

•

The 'Original Mail Request Sent' section allows users to view original mails if containment feature is enabled.

•

Click the original email link in that email and fill the form displayed as a record.

•

Fill the form and send to admins for approval.
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•

The administrator will reply by clicking 'Accept' or 'Reject' against the request row in the 'New Mail Request'
section

Admins can view the request result record listed in the 'Replied Mail Requests' section in the Original Mail Request List'
interface.

11 Quarantine & Archive
•

The 'Quarantine & Archive' sections allows administrators to configure the number of days that logs and
archived files should be retained in KoruMail.

•

Details of 'Quarantine Logs' and 'Archived Mails' can also be viewed, category changed and records exported
to a CSV file.

Click the following links for more details:
•

Quarantine & Archive Settings

•

Quarantine Logs

•

Archived Mails
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11.1

Quarantine & Archive Settings

•

The 'Quarantine & Archive Settings' interface allows administrators to set the period to retain 'Mail Logs',
'Archived Mails' and 'Quarantine Logs' in KoruMail.

•

You can also set the method of user authentication for accessing their quarantined email at 'Quarantine
Webmail' interface.

•

Admins can also create a mail template that is sent to users as notification to access their quarantined mails.

To open the interface,
•

Click 'Quarantine & Archive' and then click 'Quarantine & Archive Settings'

Click the following links for more details:
•

Quarantine & Archive General Settings

•

Email Reports Settings

•

Admin Email Reports Settings

11.1.1

Quarantine & Archive General Settings

•

The 'General' tab in 'Quarantine & Archive Settings' allows administrators to set the period to retain 'Mail
Logs', 'Archived Mails' and 'Quarantine Logs' in KoruMail.

•

Admins can also set the method of user authentication for users who access their quarantined emails at
'Quarantined Webmail' interface.

To open the interface,
•

Click the 'General' tab in the 'Quarantine & Archive' screen
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Quarantine & Archive General Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter
Delivery Logs Deleted
Time

Description
Enter the number of days for which the delivery logs will be retained. The maximum
period is729 days. See 'Delivery Logs Report' for more details

E-mail Logs Deleted Time Enter the number of days for which the email logs will be retained. The maximum
period is 729 days. See 'Mail Logs Report' for more details.
Archive remove interval

Enter the number of days for which the archived mail records will be retained. The
maximum period is 729 days. See 'Archived Mails' for more details.

Attachment Verdict
System record remove
Interval

Enter the number of days for which the Attachment verdict records will be retained. The
maximum period is 729 days. See 'Attachment Verdict System' for more details.

Quarantine remove
interval

Enter the number of days after which the 'Quarantined Logs' will be removed. The
maximum period that can be set is 30 days. See 'Quarantine Logs' for more details.

Duration of storage of
original mail and
attachments on server.

This setting pertains to Containment. Specify the number of days that emails including
attachments should be retained on the KoruMail server. The period should be between
1 and 360 days. Original emails and contained attachments are deleted after this
period.

Quarantine Webmail
authentication type

Select the user authentication type from the option for users that access the Webmail
interface to check their quarantined mails.

•

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.
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11.1.2

Email Reports Settings

•

KoruMail allows users to access their quarantined emails via a separate web based quarantine page that
contains all their quarantined messages.

•

The 'Email Report' section allows admins to configure the URL of the 'Quarantine Webmail' page, the email
notification subject line, from address, mail message template and the days and time the email should be sent
to users.

•

Please note the users should be added in 'Quarantine Webmail Users' and password set for them to access
the 'Quarantine Webmail' page.

•

The 'Send daily quarantine report to recipients' check box should also be enabled in the 'Archive And
Quarantine' tab of the profile if applied to the users.

•

Quarantine report is sent only for the following mail types:

Spam
Probable spam
•
RFC blacklist
•
Promotional mails
To open the 'E-mail Reports' interface,
•
•

•

Click the 'E-mail Reports' tab in the 'Quarantine & Archive' screen.

Quarantine & Archive - E-mail Reports Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter
Mail Subject

Description
Enter the content for subject line for the automated email report
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Mail From

Enter the address from which the email reports will be sent

Base URL

Enter URL of 'Quarantine Webmail' page that users should access to view their
quarantined emails

Mail Template

The message body of the mail.

Days to Send

Select the day(s) when you want to send the email notifications

Send Hour

Select the hour of the day to send the email notifications for the selected days.

•

Click 'Default' to restore the settings to default values.

•

Click 'Preview' button to view the mail that will be sent to users

To test if the mails are delivered successfully, enter the user's email address in the 'Recipient' field and
click 'Send'
•
Click 'Close' to return to the 'E-mail Reports' interface.
Click 'Save' to apply your changes.
•

•

11.1.3

Admin Email Reports Settings

•

KoruMail allows administrators to access all quarantined emails via a separate web based quarantine page
that contains all their quarantined messages.

•

The 'Admin Email Reports' section allows admins to configure the URL of the 'Quarantine Webmail' page, the
email notification subject line, from address, to address mail message template and the days and time the
email should be sent to users.

To open the 'Admin E-mail Reports' interface,
•

Click 'Quarantine & Archive Settings' > 'Admin E-mail Reports' tab in the 'Quarantine & Archive' screen.
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Quarantine & Archive – Admin E-mail Reports Settings - Table of Parameters
Parameter
Mail Subject

Description
Enter the content for subject line for the automated email report
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Mail From

Enter the address from which the email reports will be sent

Mail To

Enter the administrator's email address at which the email reports will be received

Base URL

Enter URL of 'Quarantine Webmail' page that users should access to view their
quarantined emails

Mail Template

The message body of the mail.

Days to Send

Select the day(s) when you want to send the email notifications

Send Hour

Select the hour of the day to send the email notifications for the selected days.

•

11.2

Click 'Save' to apply your changes.

Quarantine Logs

•

The 'Quarantine Logs' interface displays the log records of all quarantined mails.

•

The number of days the logs are stored depends on the settings configured in the 'Quarantine & Archive
General Settings' screen.

•

The interface allows administrators to take actions such as to delete, mark as not spam and more.

To open the interface,
•

Click 'Quarantine & Archive' > 'Quarantine Logs'

Quarantine Logs - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Icon

Description
Status of action for the mail applied by KoruMail after the filtering process. Placing your
mouse cursor over an icon will show a description of the action.
- Relayed: Indicates the mail has successfully passed the filtering process and user
verified.
- Rejected: Indicates the mail is rejected by KoruMail after the filtering process and reject
message sent to the sender mail server.
- Discarded: Indicates the mail is quarantined
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Subject

The content in the 'Subject' line of the mails

Result

The verdict on a email after filtering process. For example, 'CSPAM' means KoruMail found
the mail was 'Certainly Spam'.

Received

Date and time of email was received by KoruMail

Sender

Email address information of the originator

Recipient(s)

Email address information of the receiver

IP

The network address of the system from where the mail was sent.

Details

Reason why a mail is quarantined and spam score if it is marked as spam.

At the top and bottom of the screen, you have the option to set the number of records to be displayed per page and
take desired actions such as delete, mark as not spam and so on.

To configure the number of records to be displayed per page
•

Click the 'Records per page' drop-down

•

Select the number of records per page to be displayed from the options.

•

Click the 'First', 'Previous', 'Next' and 'Last' buttons to navigate to the respective pages.

To act on log entries
•

Click the 'Actions' drop-down
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•

Select the desired action from the drop-down and click the 'Do' button

Search Options
You can search for a particular record or records in the quarantine log by using simple or advanced search feature.
•

Simple Search

•

Advanced Search

Simple Search
The simple search options allows you to search for a particular record or records based on 'Subject', 'Sender',
'Recipients' and / or 'IP' details only.

•

To search for records based on the entries under 'Subject', 'Sender', 'Recipients' and / or 'IP' columns, enter
the text or number fully or partially in the field and click the 'Search' button

•

To search for records based on the entries under a particular column or columns, select the respective check
boxes, enter the text or number fully or partially in the field and click the the 'Search' button. For example, if
you want to search for a particular record for sender and recipients, select the 'Sender' and 'Recipients' check
boxes, enter the text fully or partially in the field and click the 'Search' button.

Advanced Search
The 'Advanced Search' option allows you a more granular search by including rules and filters.
•

Click the 'Advanced Search' link at the top of the screen.
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The 'Advanced Search' option will be displayed.

The first drop-down contains the column headers that can be selected for an advanced search.

The second column contains the condition for a search, which depends on the item selected in the first column and
text/number entered or options selected in the third column.
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The third column allows you to enter the text/number or select from the options depending on the selection in the first
column. For example, choosing 'Subject', 'From Address' or 'Remote IP' allows you to enter the text in the third column

If you select 'Action' or 'Result' in the first column, then further options can be selected from the third column.

If you select 'Received' in the first column, then you can enter a date or select from the calendar.
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You can add more filters by clicking

You can remove a filter by clicking the

for narrowing down your search.

button beside it.

You can create a filter rule by selecting 'AND' or 'OR' option beside each of the added filter.
•

Click 'Clear' to remove the advanced search rules.

•

Click 'Search' to start the search per the filter rule.
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The items will be searched for in the ascending order and results displayed.
•

To remove the advanced search field, click the 'Advanced search' link again.

Administrators can filter results on monthly basis. The filters available are 'Last Month', 'Last 2 Months', 'Last 3 Months',
'Last 6 Months' and All Times.
•

To view the results of the last month, click the 'Last Month' radio button.

Details of a Log Entry
•

Clicking anywhere on the row of a log record will display the details of the quarantined mail log.

The details screen allows you to mark the mail log as 'Spam' or 'Not spam' depending the mail category. You can also
add the sender, sending domain and IP to blacklist or whitelist, forward, resend and resend as attachment.
•

To mark an email as 'Spam' or 'Not spam', click the relevant button at the bottom of the screen.

The changes will be saved and mails from the sender will be applied the new settings by KoruMail.
•

To forward the mail, click the 'Forward' button, enter the mail ID in the 'Email Forward' dialog and click the
'Send' button.

•

Click the 'Resend' button to send the mail again.
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•

Click the 'Resend as attachment' button to send the mail as an attachment.

•

To save the log record to your computer, click the 'Download' link and save the mail record.

•

To add the sender or domain to blacklist/whitelist, click the drop-down in the 'Sender' row.

•

Select the category from the options that you want to add the email and click the

•

Enter the reason for changing the category and click the 'Save' button.

button beside it.

The changes will be saved and mails from the sender will be applied the new settings by KoruMail.
•

To add the originating IP to blacklist/whitelist, click the drop-down in the 'IP' row.

•

Select the category from the options that you want to add the IP and click the

•

Enter the reason for changing the category and click the 'Save' button.
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The changes will be saved and mails from the IP will be applied the new settings by KoruMail.
You can view the previous or next record by click the

11.3

buttons at the top of a details screen.

Archived Mails

•

The 'Archived Mails' interface displays the log records of all archived mails.

•

The number of days the logs are stored depends on the settings configured in the 'Quarantine & Archive
General Settings' screen.

•

The interface allows administrators to take actions such as to delete, mark as spam, mark as not spam and
more.

To open the 'Archived Mails' interface,
•

Click 'Quarantine & Archive' then 'Archived Mails'

Archived Mails - Table of Column Descriptions
Column Header
Icon

Description
Indicates the status of action for the mail applied by KoruMail after the filtering process.
Placing your mouse cursor over an icon will show a description of the action.
- Relayed: Indicates the mail has successfully passed the filtering process and user
verified.
- Rejected: Indicates the mail is rejected by KoruMail after the filtering process and reject
message sent to the sender mail server.
- Discarded: Indicates the mail is quarantined

Subject

The content in the 'Subject' line of the mails

Result

The verdict on an mail after the filtering process.

Received

Date and time Korumail received the email

Sender

Email address information of the originator

Recipient(s)

Email address information of the receiver

IP

The network address of the system from where the mail was sent.

Details

Reason why a mail is quarantined and spam score if it is marked as spam.
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At the top and bottom of the screen, you have the option to set the number of records to be displayed per page and
take desired actions such as delete, mark as not spam and so on.

To configure the number of records to be displayed per page
•

Click the 'Records per page' drop-down

•

Select the number of records per page to be displayed from the options.

•

Click the 'First', 'Previous', 'Next' and 'Last' buttons to navigate to the respective pages.

To act on log entries
•

Click the 'Actions' drop-down

•

Select the desired action from the drop-down and click the 'Do' button

Search Options
You can search for a particular record or records in the quarantine log by using simple or advanced search feature.
•

Simple Search

•

Advanced Search
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Simple Search
The simple search options allows you to search for a particular record or records based on 'Subject', 'Sender',
'Recipients' and / or 'IP' details only.

•

To search for records based on the entries under 'Subject', 'Sender', 'Recipients' and / or 'IP' columns, enter
the text or number fully or partially in the field and click the 'Search' button

•

To search for records based on the entries under a particular column or columns, select the respective check
boxes, enter the text or number fully or partially in the field and click the the 'Search' button. For example, if
you want to search for a particular record for sender and recipients, select the 'Sender' and 'Recipients' check
boxes, enter the text fully or partially in the field and click the 'Search' button.

Advanced Search
The 'Advanced Search' option allows you a more granular search by including rules and filters.
•

Click the 'Advanced Search' link at the top of the screen.

The 'Advanced Search' option will be displayed.

The first drop-down contains the column headers that can be selected for an advanced search.
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The second column contains the condition for a search, which depends on the item selected in the first column and
text/number entered or options selected in the third column.

The third column allows you to enter the text/number or select from the options depending on the selection in the first
column. For example, choosing 'Subject', 'From Address' or 'Remote IP' allows you to enter the text in the third column

If you select 'Action' or 'Result' in the first column, then further options can be selected from the third column.
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If you select 'Received' in the first column, then you can enter a date or select from the calendar.

You can add more filters by clicking

for narrowing down your search.
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You can remove a filter by clicking the

button beside it.

You can create a filter rule by selecting 'AND' or 'OR' option beside each of the added filter.
•

Click 'Clear' to remove the advanced search rules.

•

Click 'Search' to start the search per the filter rule.

The items will be searched for in the ascending order and results displayed.
•

To remove the advanced search field, click the 'Advanced search' link again.

Administrators can filter results on monthly basis. The filters available are 'Last Month', 'Last 2 Months', 'Last 3 Months',
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'Last 6 Months' and All Times.
•

To view the results of the last month, click the 'Last Month' radio button.

Details of a Log Entry
•

Clicking anywhere on the row of a log record will display the details of the archived mail log.

The details screen allows you to mark the mail log as 'Spam' or 'Not spam' depending the mail category. You can also
add the sender, sending domain and IP to blacklist or whitelist, forward, resend and resend as attachment.
•

To mark an email as 'Spam' or 'Not spam', click the relevant button at the bottom of the screen.

The changes will be saved and mails from the sender will be applied the new settings by KoruMail.
•

To forward the mail, click 'Forward', enter the mail ID in the 'Email Forward' dialog and click 'Send'.

•

Click 'Resend' to send the mail again.

•

Click 'Resend as attachment' to send the mail as an attachment.

•

To save the log record to your computer, click the 'Download' link and save the mail record.
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•

To add the sender or domain to blacklist/whitelist, click the drop-down in the 'Sender' row.

•

Select the category from the options that you want to add the email and click the

•

Enter the reason for changing the category and click the 'Save' button.

button beside it.

The changes will be saved and mails from the sender will be applied the new settings by KoruMail.
•

To add the originating IP to blacklist/whitelist, click the drop-down in the 'IP' row.

•

Select the category from the options that you want to add the IP and click the

•

Enter the reason for changing the category and click the 'Save' button.

button beside it.

The changes will be saved and mails from the IP will be applied the new settings by KoruMail.
You can view the previous or next record by click the

buttons at the top of a details screen.
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Appendix - KoruMail Versions
Comodo KoruMail Editions - Table Description
KoruMail Features

Free Edition

Pro Edition

Data Loss Prevention (DLP)





Auto Whitelisting





Set independent policies for incoming and
outgoing mail





IPv6 Support





E-mail Archiving and Quarantine





SMTP IPS/firewall





Full Antispam and antivirus filtering





Antivirus Scanning (Comodo AV and
Valkyrie integrations)





Intelligently learns and adapts to new
spam techniques





Quickly analyze and composes spam
signatures especially for promotional
mails





User authentication (LDAP, Active
Directory, MySQL, and LocalDB)





Set email attachment size limits





Multiple administrative tiers and
permissions





Syslog & SNMP Support (Simple network
management Protocol)





Domain Keys antispoofing network
technology (DKIM)





Korumail Reputation Network (KRN)





Auto Back-up for Remote Server





Limited to 10 domains



Banner and plugin filter





Sent E-mail limitation based on user
name and domain





Recipient control through LDAP. Active
Directory, MySQL, and local databases





E-mail, IP or Domain-dased
Whitelist/Blacklist
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Identification of various connection ports
based on recipient's domains





Blocking invalid e-mail recipients and
senders





Preventing Dos Attacks





Unlimited number of admins with different
Authorization Levels





Delegation of management based on
domains





Generation of domain an e-mail based
policies





Saving all archived mails into disk or
redirecting them to another e-mail
address





Daily quarantine report





Instant controlling of quarantine e-mails
through web interface





Reverse DNS Control





Filtering Sent Mails





Reporting in graphics and table formats





Support directly from Comodo support
teams





Containment





Office 365 Support
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About Comodo Security Solutions
Comodo Security Solutions is a global innovator of cybersecurity solutions, protecting critical information across the
digital landscape. Comodo provides complete, end-to-end security solutions across the boundary, internal network and
endpoint with innovative technologies solving the most advanced malware threats. With over 80 million installations of
its threat prevention products, Comodo provides an extensive suite of endpoint, website and network security products
for MSPs, enterprises and consumers.
Continual innovation and a commitment to reversing the growth of zero-day malware, ransomware, data-breaches and
internet-crime distinguish Comodo Security Solutions as a vital player in today's enterprise and home security markets.

About Comodo Cybersecurity
In a world where preventing all cyberattacks is impossible, Comodo Cybersecurity delivers an innovative cybersecurity
platform that renders threats useless, across the LAN, web and cloud. The Comodo Cybersecurity platform enables
customers to protect their systems and data against even military-grade threats, including zero-day attacks. Based in
Clifton, New Jersey, Comodo Cybersecurity has a 20-year history of protecting the most sensitive data for both
businesses and consumers globally. For more information, visit comodo.com or our blog. You can also follow us on
Twitter (@ComodoDesktop) or LinkedIn.
1255 Broad Street
Clifton, NJ 07013
United States
Tel : +1.877.712.1309
Tel : +1.888.551.1531
https://www.comodo.com
Email: EnterpriseSolutions@Comodo.com
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